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Welcome to our Best of British Alcohol Catalogue!  

Blakemore Fine Foods is a family owned and run business  
working with over 240 producers of fine food and drink.  

We’ve scoured the country to create our Best of British range. 
In this catalogue you’ll find cider, ale, gin, vodka, wine, whisky    

and perry from over 80 different distilleries, cider mills and breweries. They are all 
available to order online or over the phone on one minimum order of only £150.  

Call us today to find out more!  

t: 01902 308996 
e: finefoods@afblakemore.com 
w: www.afblakemore.com/finefoods 
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Over the past few years, the Independent 
Brewery scene in the UK has exploded.  

In this year’s CAMRA good beer guide, 170 new breweries entered the market—totalling 
1285 in the UK today.  

The British Beer and Pub Association recorded for the first time in a decade, beer sales are 
in 2015 are in growth. While pub sales are stabilising (still seeing a very small decline of 

0.8%), for the first time ever off trade sales (off licence and food retailers) have overtaken 
on trade sales! 

So who’s fuelling this growth? The ale drinker falls, in our opinion, into one of two categories: they are either a more   
mature in age drinker (sorry Dad!), who have a favourite brew and will go back to this 90% of the time; or, they are a new 

more exciting, adventurous, fickle crew. This new breed of ale drinker in town isn’t gender specific and has been             
instrumental in creating the wave of new microbreweries which are popping up all over the UK. At the London Craft Beer 

festival 2015 the majority of visitors we in their 20s and 30s with 30-40% female attendance. 

At this point it’s worth us pointing out the two different types of ale: the traditional 500ml cask conditioned ale (some are 
also then conditioned in the bottle too) and the new 330ml craft ale which is smaller in size but big in personality and  

flavour and tends to blend hops and malts from both the new and old world. There are some great quirky flavours coming 
onto the market in this category, such as a Millionaire Shortbread brew from Wild Beer (page )!  

The traditional category continues to prosper, with old time favourites continuing to hold their own and becoming      
available in new formats such as the Hobgoblin and Top Totty Kegs, and our gift packs which still continue to grow in     

popularity.  

This catalogue has the best of both! Enjoy and have fun! 

 

 

Britain now has more        
breweries per person than 

anywhere else in the world.  

SIBA March 2015 
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Cheltenham S.P.A Premium   4.6% abv                                                                                          
A medium bodied deep amber beer, with malt and fruit      

overtones and a balancing hoppy bitterness.  

214612 

12 x 500ml £17.78 

£1.48/unit £2.39 RRP 

5060186040042 
Cheltenham S.P.A Special  5.2%% abv                                                                                          

A crisp and slightly fruity pale ale. Triple hopped and brewed 
in the original India Pale Ale tradition.  

214613 

12 x 500ml £17.78 

£1.48/unit £2.39 RRP 

5060186040004 

Cheltenham S.P.A Blonde  5.2% abv                                                                                            
A light gold pale ale, fresh and lively with a clean dry taste. 

214611 

12 x 500ml £17.78 

£1.48/unit £2.39 RRP 

5060186040026 

Cheltenham’s oldest 
working brewery  

A quiet backwater with  
delightful terraces of     

houses dating back to the 
1600s is hardly the place 

you would expect to find a 
working brewery. Operating 

a busy thirteen hectolitre 
brew-plant Battledown 
Brewery produces fine 

beers . Over thousands of 
years brewers have     

moulded a rich national 
brewing tradition.  

 
 

Arkell’s beer is still brewed in much 
the same way as it was when John 

Arkell first made it in 1843. 

The company has remained true to 
the principles of loyalty, quality and 
tradition set down by its founder, 

but it has also adapted brilliantly to 
the changing world around it. 

Kingsdown Ale  

The strongest of our regular 
beers but is a brother to 3B 
as it comes from the same 

mash.  

236424 

8 x 500ml £10.03 
£1.25/unit £1.90 RRP 

5016175100167 

Moonlight 

Brewed using a special blend 
of malts with English Fuggles 

and Susan hops to give a 
beautiful golden colour,        

lingering taste and toasty     
aroma. 

236425 

8 x 500ml £10.01 
£1.25/unit £1.90 RRP 

5016175100259 

Wiltshire Gold 

A light golden coloured Ale 
brewed using English Maris 
Otter malt, which creates a 

satisfyingly sweet malty  
flavour.  

236427 

8 x 500ml £9.65 
£1.21/unit £1.90 RRP 

516175100228 

Bee’s Organic Ale 

Organically-grown malted 
barley, hops and, unusually, 
organically-produced honey 

are used in the brew.  

236428 

8 x 500ml £10.58 
£1.32/unit £1.90 RRP 

5016175100204 
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Bath Ales was established back in 1995, and is situated 
between Bath and Bristol. Since then, it has earned itself an 
enviable reputation for its diverse and distinct range of ales, 

which manage to combine both quality and accessibility. 
Never a company to stand still, Bath Ales has grown    

steadily and is now complemented by a brewery shop and 
a thriving estate of pubs in the West of England.  

 237704 
4.5% abv 

12 x 500ml £16.37  

£1.36/unit £2.40 RRP 

5039035001022 

237706 
4.0% abv 

12 x 500ml £16.39 

£1.37/unit £2.40 RRP 
5039035000889 

237708 
5.0% abv 

12 x 500ml £17.44 

£1.45/unit £2.50 RRP 

5039035000025 

237707 
4.4% abv 

12 x 500ml £16.37  

£1.36/unit £2.40 RRP 

5039035000780 

237703 
4.8% abv 

12 x 500ml £16.34  

£1.36/unit £2.40 RRP 

5039035000018 

237710 
3.9% abv 

12 x 500ml £16.39  

£1.37/unit £2.40 RRP 

5039035000902 

279679 
Beerd Silvertip 

24 x 330ml £26.40  

£1.10/unit £1.89 RRP 

5039035001343 

279681 
Beerd Monacle 

24 x 330ml £26.40  

£1.10/unit £1.89 RRP 

5039035001367 
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Tunnel Vision 4.2 abv 
Clean tasting. Malty with a hint of fruit, and a dry bitter finish. 

         257646     8 x 500ml £11.38    £1.42/ unit £2.20 RRP 506 0167340000  
 

Piston Broke 4.5% abv 
A subtle single hopped golden beer with a hoppy aroma and a dry finish. 

         257649    8 x 500ml £11.74    £1.47/unit £2.20 RRP 506 0167340109  
 

Funnel Blower 4.5% abv 
Notes of roasted barley and malts accompanied with a subtle vanilla sweetness. 
         257651    8 x 500ml £11.74   £1.47/unit £2.20 RRP 506 0167340123  

 
Derail Ale 5.2% Abv 

Wonderfully hoppy traditional India Pale Ale. Full flavoured with an intense floral            
aroma, finished with well balanced bitterness. 

        257650    8 x 500ml    £12.39     £1.55/unit £2.20 RRP   506 0167340147  
 

1914 Ale 
   273315      8 x 500ml     £11.38    £1.42/unit   £2.50 RRP  506 0167340864 

Bewdley Brewery is a family run business which was started with a desire to bring                                                                                           
brewing back to Bewdley after nearly 100 years absence, in an old school in the summer of 2008.  

The passion of the Father and Son brewing team produce a range of high quality beers with the best                                                             
Malted Barley and Hops available.  

The bottled beers are cold filtered and pasteurised which gives stability and enables them to be   
consumed anytime, anywhere. 

187369 

Old School Bitter 3.8% abv 
 

12 x 500ml   £15.90 
£1.33/unit   £1.94RRP 

5060141943746 

187372 

Worcestershire Way 3.6% abv 
 

12 x 500ml   £14.92 
£1.24/unit   £1.91RRP 

5060141943500 

199343 

William Mucklows Dark Mild   
ABV 6% 

12 x 500ml   £19.77 
£1.65/unit   £2.40RRP 

5060141943500 

219804 

Worcestershire Sway 5% abv 
 

12 x 500ml   £17.30 
£1.44/unit   £2.40RRP 

5060141946341 

280293 

Tommys Tipple Porter 3.8% abv 
 

12 x 500ml   £15.90 
£1.33/unit   £2.12RRP 

5060141940691 

280294 

SVR Jubilee Ale 4.3% abv 
 

12 x 500ml   £16.25 
£1.35/unit   £2.17RRP 

5060141949083 
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Their scene-stealing flagship: an India Pale Ale.  

Layered with new world hops to create an explosion of tropical 
fruit and an all-out riot of grapefruit, pineapple and lychee before  

a spiky bitter finish, this is transatlantic fusion running at the      
fences of lost empires.  

279247     12 x 330ml £15.64   £1.27   £2.20RRP  5060154910018 
279254     24 x 500ml £43.55   £1.77   £2.80 RRP   5060154914030 
283461     24 x 330ml £29.98  £1.25/unit    £2.20RRP  

Bored of industrially brewed lagers and stuffy ales that 
dominated the UK beer market James Watt & Martin    

Dickie decided the best way to fix this undesirable        
predicament was to brew our own. Consequently in April 

2007 BrewDog was born. Both only 24 at the time, we 
leased a building in Fraserburgh, got some scary bank 

loans, spent all our money on stainless steel and started 
making some hardcore craft beers. They brewed tiny 

batches, filled bottles by hand and sold our beers at local 
markets and out of the back of our beat up old van.  

Can 
Can 

Five AM Red Ale is five malts at 5% ABV. Out of this order and              
stability comes the rush of the pack. Berry and caramel riding          

alongside marmalade and chocolate. Spice and toast jostle with          
lychee and biscuit. The needle flicks to all points of the compass.             
It drives you towards the horizon, towards the vanishing point. 

279251   12 x 330ml  £15.40  £1.25/unit   £2.20RRP    5060154910025 

A foundation of caramel malt is buttressed by a raucously resinous 
bitterness, as the rioting backdrop of citrus and tropical fruit flow in 

waves from those twin titans of the US – Centennial and Amarillo. And 
it also happens to be gluten free. Vagabond Pale Ale is proof that the 

focal point of beers such as these should be flavour, rather than   
merely conforming to (or hiding behind) an ideal.  

279253   12 x 330ml   £15.43   £1.26/unit  £2.20 RRP  5060154914160 

Dead Pony is the invigorating surf that pounds the iridescent          
shoreline yards from the salt-encrusted asphalt of Route 1. The       

hop-heavy west-coast wonderland awaits. Dive in and the toasted 
malt base soon yields to a huge box-fresh hop hit, washing tropical 

fruit, floral garlands and spicy undertones all over your palate.  

279248     12 x 330ml    £14.21  £1.16/unit  £2.20RRP  5060154911794 

283462     24 x 330ml    £28.42  £1.18/unit  £2.20RRP   Can 
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Start with a colossal grapefruit aroma. Pile on bitterness after                
thumping bitterness, and ride the anarchy wherever it takes you.              

The caramel razor is sharp, but the resinous bite drills straight            
through your taste buds. 

   283468 Bottle 12 x 330ml   £20.85  £1.74/unit  £2.60 RRP   

   283463 Can 24 x 330ml   £40.57   £1.69/unit  £2.60 RRP 
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Muddy Wellies is a fantastic range of ales and cider brought to you 

from a student social enterprise at the Royal Agricultural University. Our 

profits provide financial support for the development of business ideas 

through our “First Steps Fund”. 

Original Ale - A Traditional Ale 4.8% ABV 

Their Original Ale has been carefully crafted using British floor-malted Maris Otter barley and 
Goldings hops, to create a richly malted and gently hopped ruby coloured beer. 

222601    12 x 500ml £20.50   £1.71/unit   £2.95 RRP   506021169006 

 

 

Premium Cider - 4.5% ABV 
Matured in old oak vats to produce a quality rich amber coloured cider with ripe apple 

aroma and medium dry taste.  
222633   12 x 500ml £20.50   £1.71/unit   £2.95 RRP   

5060211690051 

Golden Ale - 4.3% ABV 

Carefully crafted using British floor-malted Maris Otter barley and Goldings hops, to    
create a bright and zesty beer which is full of flavour. 

222634    12 x 500ml £20.50   £1.71/unit   £2.95 RRP   5060211690082 

251928 

12 x 500ml 

£18.50 

£1.54/unit    
£2.75 RRP 

506 0141944477 

Founded in 2005 just outside Chipping           
Sodbury on the southern tip of the Cotswolds. 
This small brewery produces craft beers from 

Cotswold Spring Water. Their bywords are 
‘Craftsmanship and Character’, their bottled 

beers present a range of character beers,   
produced and bottled on site. 

251929 

12 x 500ml 

£18.50 

£1.54/unit    
£2.75 RRP 

506 0141944460 

251931 

12 x 500ml 

£18.50 

£1.54/unit    
£2.75 RRP 

506 0141944507 

251932 

12 x 500ml 

£19.90 

£1.66/unit    
£2.95 RRP 

506 0141944521 

255704 

12 x 500ml 

£19.90 

£1.66/unit    
£2.95 RRP 

506 0141944484 
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4.8% abv. Helles pale lager. Freedom Organic 
Lager has a rounded malty flavour with a   

subtle bitterness and smooth caramel         
undertone. It is made with organic hops and 
malt to create a fresh, clean moreish taste. 

164325     24 x 330ml     £24.81 
£1.03/unit 

503 0548606070 

A very pale and full bodied Czech style Pilsner 
with a soft crisp bitterness. The initial aroma 

and flavour is of sweet malt which then builds 
into spicy hop notes.  

164326     24 x 330ml     £22.48                 
£0.94/unit 

503 0548606018 

Four ingredients and four weeks maturation    
balance at 4% creating the formula for our      

flagship English lager. English malt and hops   
combine with local water and a clean yeast    

profile to create a lightly crisp bitter Helles with 
gentle aromas and flavours of sweet malt and 

earthy citrus hop.  

207842     24 x 330ml     £22.19                   
£0.92/unit 

503 0548606049 

4.7% abv Dunkel lager. This superb sparkling 
ruby brown lager with its rich latte foam head 

is brewed with a blend of four malts,          
including crystal and cara malt, to create a 

burnt toffee multi-layered sweetness with a 
gentle bitterness.  

164327     24 x 330ml     £23.37               
£0.97/unit 

503 0548606322 

4.6% abv. Helles golden lager. Pioneer 
hints at the classic British IPA. Its blends 
of malt provides body and just a hint of 
sweetness, while 3 of the finest English 
hops gives the beer a refreshing fruity 

bitterness on the palate. 

224516     24 x 330ml     £23.50          
£0.98/unit 

503 0548000076 

Crafted by hand; not mass produced by machine. Staffordshire based Freedom Brewery lies above a  natural underground 
lake of Burton water – World famously perfect for brewing.  Water is drawn directly from this sustainable source and    

without the need for chemical treatment, is used together with the highest quality local barley and carefully selected hops 
and yeast.  Freedom’s 5th ingredient is ‘time’.  Unlike mass produced lagers, Freedom matures its beers for a minimum of 4 

weeks, to ensure every bottle is brimming with flavour. 
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Hiver is a dry, crisp and refreshing blonde beer 
that has been brewed with honey. We use honey 
as an ingredient, as is traditional to this beer 
style, rather than as an additive. This means that 
much of the sugar is fermented out                     

so only the aroma and                                                       
flavour remain.  

For this brown ale we ferment raw blossom 
and heather honeys to complement and add 

depth to darker roasted malts. A light hop 
bitterness finishes a flavoursome and       

unpasteurised brown ale. 

Hiver was born out of an admiration for       
London's urban beekeepers and a passion for 
craft beer. We use urban and rural honey to 

create an all-British speciality beer that's long 
matured and unpasteurised. We tone down 

the hops and support the natural honey     
flavours with an organic speciality malt.  

278302 

24 x 330ml £33.50 

£1.40/unit £2.49 RRP 

506 0037432026 

278303 

24 x 330ml £33.50 

£1.40/unit £2.49 RRP 

506 0037436055 

Roy Crutchley has been brewing and bottling his award 
winning Hoggleys Ales in Northamptonshire since 2003. 

Although draught ale is available, Roy has built his            
reputation on a wide range of bottle conditioned varieties 

from pale golden bitters and milds to the                                     
deepest, darkest stouts.  

Indian Summer IPA 5% 

243222 
A full-bodied India Pale 

Ale gloriously hoppy and 
a full 5%. 

 

 
    
   12 x 500ml  
      £17.26 
  £1.44/unit 
   £2.09 RRP 
  
   5060141 
    949847 

Reservoir Hogs 4.3% 
243220 

 

Full on flavour from this 
light copper coloured 
ale. Deep dryness and 
strong bitterness        
followed by a sweeten-
ing aftertaste of  
dark malt.  

 

    12 x 500ml  
       £17.26 
    £1.44/unit    
    £2.09 RRP 
 
  5060141 
   941223 

Pump Fiction 4.5%  

243221  

A deep golden beer with 
good malty complexity, 
exquisitely balanced with 
a bright hoppy finish. 

   
 
12 x 500ml   
       £17.26   
   £1.44/unit  
   £2.09 RRP  
 
5060141 
941216 

Solstice Stout 5%  

243224  

A rich and full flavoured 
stout Originally brewed 
for the frosty dark night 
of the midwinter  
solstice, it is now  
brewed all year  
 

  12 x 500ml  
     £17.81  
   £1.48/unit  
   £2.19 RRP  
 
5060141 
941247 

Northamptonshire  
Bitter 4% 

 

 243219 
This beautiful, rich    

golden beer has intense 
but well rounded,     

refreshing bitterness 
   
 
  
 12 x 500ml  
    £17.26 
  £1.44/unit  
  £2.09 RRP 
 
 5060141                            
941209 
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243223 
Mill Lane Mild 4% 

A luscious dark mild full of malt with 
chocolate undertones. A step back in 
time to when England was the engine 

room of the empire, and mild the most 
popular drink for the working class.  

12 x 500ml £17.26 
£1.44/unit £2.60 RRP 

5060141941230 
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Sustainable brewer and creator of award-winning beers 

Established in 1993 by the Davis family, Shropshire’s Hobsons Brewery 
is now one of the most sustainable breweries in the UK. Primary       

ingredients are sourced from supply chains forged with barley growers 
and hop farmers within 30 miles. A strong commitment to quality, local 

sourcing and reducing the brewery’s carbon footprint by introducing 
green technologies has earned Hobsons regional and national awards - 

notably CAMRA Champion Beer of Britain in 2007 and SIBA’s Best 
Green Business in 2010.  

Hobsons stands by a strong ethos of sustainability, community and 
passion for real ale. 

180764 Twisted Spire 3.6% abv 

12 x 500ml £16.32   £1.36/unit      
£2.40 RRP 506 0056140100 

A quenching, low gravity beer with a nice bitterness in 
flavour and refreshing bursts of hop flavour which lingers 
through to a crisp dry finish.  Inspired by the curious and 

rare twisted spire in the heart of Cleobury Mortimer.  

215529 Old Prickly 4.2% abv  

12 x 500ml £16.70   £1.39/unit 
£2.40RRP  506 0056140025 

Charity Beer for the British  Hedgehog 
Preservation Society who are based 7 
miles from the brewery. A pale ale full 

of hop  flavour, complex floral and 
citrus notes. 

Elegant straw coloured bitter has a 
hint of sweetness which is               

complemented by subtle hop flavours 
leading to a dry finish. 

149902 Manor Ale 4.2% abv 

   12 x 500ml    £16.66   £1.39/unit  
£1.99 RRP 506 0056140070 

Brewed to celebrate Severn Valley         
Railway's Manor Class steam locomotives. 

A bitter amber ale with crisp refreshing 
flavour and biscuit overtones.  

149903     Postmans Knock 4.8% abv  12 x 500ml  

  £17.21   £1.43/unit £2.09 RRP 506 0056140087 
The beer is named in honour of Simon  

Evans, a novelist who settled in the village 
after WW1. He had been badly affected by 

poison gas and in order to improve his 
health, worked as a  postman, walking up 
to 18 miles a day. Grade AA Vanilla pods 

from Madagascar are added to the brew to 
give the beer its sweetness. 

149900 Town Crier 4.5% abv 

12 x 500ml   £16.88  £1.41/unit  
£2.40 RRP  506 0056140018 

149899 Old Henry 5.2% abv 

12 x 500ml £17.42   £1.45/unit 
£2.40 RRP 506 0056140001 

A rich auburn ale with complex malty 
flavours and a richness  balanced by 
the clean hoppy finish. A signature 

brew for Henry Hobson that embodies 
the Hobsons art of   brewing beyond 

their weight. 

262232 Shropshire Stout 4.3% ABV  

12 x 500ml £16.88   £1.41/unit   
 £1.95 RRP    506 0056140186 

A smooth easy drinking stout with underlying 
liquorice notes. This beer carries our own 
interpretation of the county's   mysterious 

cat symbol on its coat of arms - is it a        
loggerhead, lion or leopard - you decide! 

10 
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In 1915 Lucy and Edwin Holden 
purchased the Park Inn at   
Woodsetton; a pub and 

brewhouse.  

Edwin Holden’s Bottling         
Company was established to 

bottle Holden’s beers after the 
Second World War. 

The family has spent recent 
years bringing Holden’s into the 

21st Century with new tank 
rooms, offices and warehouses. 

In an Industry that is ever   
changing, the Holden family 

maintain their hands on          
approach to the business      

bringing an exciting new chapter 
to Holden’s. 

223015 

Golden Bitter 3.9% 

12 x 500ml £17.32 
£1.44/unit         
£1.79 RRP 

5035248500017 

223016 

Golden Glow 4.4% 

12 x 500ml £17.89 
£1.49/unit 
£1.89RRP 

5035248500048 

223018 

Special Ale 5.1% 

12 x 500ml £19.03 
£1.59/unit 
£1.99RRP 

5035248500024 

223014 

Mild Ale 3.7% 

12 x 500ml £17.32 
£1.44/unit 
£1.79RRP 

5035248500505 

199807 

Gold Ale 4.2% 

This has a golden 
ale complexion with 

a papaya,         
pineapple and    

lemon aroma. Gold 
has a soft, full    
bodied creamy 

taste. 

12 x 500ml £16.86 
£1.41/unit 
£2.35RRP 

5061419403320  

199821 

Boiling Well 4.7% 

It has a auburn 
chestnut complexion 
and a grassy aroma 
of autumn fruit with a 
full    bodied sweet 

then dry taste. 

12 x 500ml £17.43 
£1.45/unit £2.45RRP 

5061419403498  

 

199822 

Black Knight 4.5% 

This stout has a 
ruby black         

complexion, with a 
smokey, liquorice 

aroma and a sweet, 
roasted nutty       

flavour. 

12 x 500ml £17.43 
£1.45/unit 
£2.45RRP 

5060141940356  

207135 

 Stairway Extra Pale 
5% 

Stairway has a honey 
gold complexion with 
a grassy, citrus floral 

aroma. It has a sharp, 
sweet, full bodied 

taste.  

12 x 500ml £18.71 
£1.56/unit £2.52RRP 

5060141940363  

 

Ludlow Brewery operates from 
a refurbished railway siding 

shed, 50 metres north of      
Ludlow railway station, which 

houses a 20 barrel brewing 
system and a brewery tap and 

visitor centre. 
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Lion 4.4 abv     249566 

Roger Protz, leading beer writer 
says: “A perfectly balanced 

bronze beer, full of fruit        
flavours and aromas. Complex 
yet refreshing, Lion has a long, 

bittersweet finish”  
 

12 x 500ml £17.18  
£1.43/unit    £1.99 RRP 

501 7992101801 

Haymaker 5.0% abv 199899 
 

A strong pale ale of distinctive 
taste. Plenty of Goldings hops 

during the brewing give it a  
certain something extra - like     

sunshine dancing on the 
tongue.  

12 x 500ml £17.13 
£1.43/unit £1.99RRP  

5017992000081 

Bitter 3.5% abv     187678 
 

A subtly balanced, golden bitter, 
hoppy to the nose, malty on the 
palate - the classic  session beer, 

eminently drinkable.  
 
 
 

12 x 500ml £17.24  
£1.44/unit £1.99 RRP 

501 7992100118 

Flag Ship 5.3% abv 199897 
 

Originally brewed to celebrate 
the 200th Battle of Trafalgar-

anniversary, this is an India Pale 
ale style of beer with a full fruity 
mouth, and sweet fruity aroma. 

  

12 x 500ml £17.10 
£1.43/unit £1.99 RRP 

5017992201297 

Old Hooky 4.6% abv      187675 
 

A beautifully balanced beer, 
fruity by nature, with a           

well-rounded body. 
 

12 x 500ml £17.17 
£1.43/unit £1.99 RRP 

501 7992101290 

Gold 4.1% ABV 187676 
 

A very pale, crisp beer, with a 
hoppy character. A fruity      

aroma and pleasant, light taste. 
  

12 x 500ml £17.19 
£1.43/unit £1.99 RRP 

501 7992400010 

Double Stout 4.8% abv  222957 
 

Black malt enriches the colour 
and teases the palate with an 
unmistakable ‘toast’ flavour.  

 

8 x 500ml £11.42  
£1.43/unit    £1.99 RRP 

501 7992000104 

280065 LIMITED EDITION Hooky Red Rye   
12 x 330ml £13.50 

£1.13/unit £1.99 RRP 
5017992200856 

Hooky First Light     276921 

 
12 x 330ml £13.50 

£1.13/unit £1.99 RRP 
5071992200818 

Sitting in its beautiful, mellow  Cotswold Hills landscape, Hook Norton is a proudly 
independent and passionate family business that takes the very best of its            
handcrafted    brewing heritage and combines it with a thoroughly modern            

approach, to create a range of real ales for today’s drinkers to enjoy. 
Hook Norton is one of only 32 family owned breweries and is the finest example of a 

Victorian Tower Brewery in the country. 

12 
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Mr Trotter’s is the first chestnut beer ever to be brewed and 
bottled in the UK. Roasted sweet chestnuts with malted Maris 

Otter barley producing a happy harmony. 

The chestnuts give a nutty creaminess to the brew and a honeyed 
note, which balances the spiciness of the English-grown Cascade 

and Bramling Cross hops. 

 

The Old Dairy Brewery is nestled deep in the heart of the 
‘Garden of England’ just moments from the High Street in the 
picturesque market town of Tenterden in Kent. With glorious 
views over rolling countryside, the brewery is housed in two 

old World War II Nissen buildings next to the Kent & East    
Sussex Steam Railway. One has been converted into our new 

30 barrel brewery. 

279055 RED TOP 

3.8% BEST BITTER 

Classic English ale with hints of 
coffee, citrus fruit and 

spices. 

12 x 500ml £17.74 
£1.48/unit £2.40RRP  

5060234400019 

279056 BLUE TOP 

4.8% IPA 

Inspired by famous Indian Pale 
Ales brewed in the 18th centu-
ry, Blue Top delivers a satisfying 

bitterness smoothly balanced 
with caramel         

flavours, finished with 
a hint of citrus.  

 

12 x 500ml £17.74 
£1.48/unit   £2.40RRP  

5060234400026 

279152 GOLD TOP 

4.3% GOLDEN ALE 

A superb golden pale ale which 
combines malts normally used 
in the finest continental lager. 
This is a refreshing ‘anytime’ 
beer with good body, 

caramelised undertones 
and a distinctly gold    

colour. 
12 x 500ml £17.74 

£1.48/unit £2.40RRP  
5060234400002 

Developed by the team behind Mr Trotter’s Great British Pork 
Crackling, food writers Tom Parker Bowles and Matthew Fort 

and beer guru Rupert Ponsonby. 

 

240948 

Mr Trotters Great British Chestnut Ale 4.0% abv 

8 x 500ml £11.44 £1.43/unit £2.45 RRP  

502 9913001176 

13 
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262629 IPA 4.3% 
8 x 500ml  £12.50 

£1.56/unit    £2.50 RRP 
Phipps IPA is the legendary best bitter 

from Northampton, brewed to an 
authentic 1860s recipe. The ale was a 
particular favourite of the area's shoe 
workers who found its distinct, hoppy 

flavour cut through the tannin rich 
leather aroma of the boot and shoe 

factory.                           
5060141945405 

Last year Phipps Northampton Brewery Company moved back home to the restored 1884 Albion Brewery on Kingswell Street in            
Northampton, 40 years since the last pint of Phipps was brewed in the town. The old building now houses a British built, state of the art 

brewery dedicated to bringing the company’s famous brews back to the Midlands and beyond. With an unbroken line of brewing experience 
dating back over 200 years, Phipps isn’t just beer, it’s a pint of history in your hand. 

262630  Becket's Ale 4.5%   
12 x 500ml  £17.50  

£1.46/unit £2.50 RRP                      
Brewed to mark the 850th anniversary 

of the trial of Thomas Becket and     
inspired by the recent discovery of the 
town's first commercial brewery at an 
archaeological dig opposite us. It’s a 

sweet, dark and malty pint with honey 
the key constituent, an ingredient often 

found in Mediaeval ales. 
5 060141 949809 

269500  Ratliffe's Stout 4.3%    
8 x 500ml   £12.50  
£1.56/unit  £2.50 RRP  

A creamy, full bodied malty brew,       
satisfyingly rich with distinct caramel 
and   coffee notes. A combination of 

crystal and roasted malts give the stout 
its deep, dark flavour topped of with a 
creamy, thick tan head. Winner of the 
CAMRA Winter Beer festival in Derby 

2013.   5060141945115 

269505  Gold Star 5.2% 
8 x 500ml £12.50   

£1.56/unit £2.50RRP  
 

This strong Export Pale Ale was the 
first brew to be revived after 

Phipps' return to its spiritual home. 
There's over 200 years of brewing 

wisdom in every bottle 
5060141947300 

£1.46/unit £2.50 RRP                     

All Spyder ales are hand dipped in wax. 
12 x 500ml £23.19   £1.93/unit £3.00 RRP 

170238 Spyder Ale IPA Dog and Cock 4.1% abv  
A light India Pale Ale - perfect with a light lunch ! 

506 0141942145 
170239 Spyder Ale Lancelot 4.5% abv  

A very light Ale finished off with hoppy overtones. 
506 0141942152 

170240 Spyder Ale Black Adder 5% abv  
A very light, clean tasting ale. 

506 0141942169 
170242 Spyder Ale Percival 3.8% abv  

Light golden ale with a hoppy taste. 
506 0141942183 

170243 Spyder Ale Wilfred The Hairy 4.2% abv  
Wilfred the Hairy is a very traditional light bitter. 

506 0141942190 
170244 Spyder Ale Eric The Red 4.8% abv  

A dark ruby ale. 
506 0141942206 

Back in the earlier part of last century, Granpa Wilhelm Caspar Schmid used to 
brew ginger beer to his own secret recipe in the mountains of Wellhausen near 
Fraunfeld, Eastern Switzerland. Ably assisted by diminutive sidekick, Septimus 
Spyder, he dug deep holes in the winter snow base to keep the freshly bottled 

products cool until the summer festive season. 

Ginger Beer and Dandelion & Burdock are now brewed to those original recipes 
and bottled deep in the heart of the old kingdom of Mercia. 

In a barn where time forgot, we forage for berries in the autumn and brew an     
ecclectic range of small beers ready for our medieval events. 

14 
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Pure UBU         
premium amber 
ale with a sweet 

malty finish    
4.5% ABV 

150041 

8 x 500ml £10.98 

£1.37/unit   £1.80 RRP 

506 0140900009 

150042 

8 x 500ml £11.05 

£1.38/unit £1.80 RRP  

506 0140900023 

165055 

8 x 500ml £11.02 

£1.38/unit £1.80 RRP 

506 0140900122 

Pure Gold         
refreshing golden 

ale with a dry    
bitter finish      
4.3% ABV 

Mad Goose    
zesty pale ale 
with a smooth 
citrusy finish   
4.2% ABV 

276326 

Purity Longhorn IPA  
Longhorn IPA is an expertly 

brewed craft keg ale named after 
the herd of Longhorn cattle that 

feed of our spent grains.  
 

24 x 330ml £28.85 
£1.20/unit £1.99 RRP 

506 0140900269 

255630 
 

Saddle Black 330ml NRB 
Saddle Black is a gnarly black beer 
using chinook and cascade hops to 

help give a full smoky and citrus 
aroma, with a taste of chocolate 

and espresso. 
 

12x330ml   £17.75  
£1.48/unit £2.19 RRP 

506 0140900221 

15 
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Run by an independent family, Quartz Brewing lovingly 
craft their real ales at their microbrewery in rural Kings 

Bromley, Staffordshire. 
Each is made using the finest malted barley and  

continental hops to our Master Brewer’s recipes; each 
one with its own characteristics. The beers are filtered 
before bottling, giving them a delicious, fresh flavour. 

Blonde ABV 3.8%  

A fresh, fruity tasting light 
coloured beer with a    

continental hop finish.  

12 x 500ml    £15.60 
£1.30/unit  £2.05 RRP 

506 0181730009 
 

Crystal ABV 4.2%  

A fresh, fruity tasting ale, 
pale amber in colour with a 
hint of roasted character & 

a continental hop finish.  
 

12 x 500ml £16.10 
£1.34unit  £2.15 RRP 

506 0181730030 

Extra Blonde ABV 4.4%  

A fresh, full, fruity flavour 
with a continental hop    

finish.  
 

12 x 500ml £16.60 
£1.38/unit  £2.20 RRP 

506 0181730061 

Heart ABV 4.6%  

Dark amber in colour, spicy 
hop finish, roasted         

character.  
 

12 x 500ml £17.10 
£1.43/unit  £2.30 RRP 

506 0181730092 

Salopian Brewery was founded as     
Snowdonia Brewery in 1994 in North 

Wales.  In 1995 they relocated to  
Shrewsbury and renamed it Salopian 

(meaning of Shrewsbury). At that 
time it was the smallest commercial brewery in the country (not attached to a Pub).   

Today due to ongoing popular demand fuelled by an hurray of awards the brewery has 
once again relocated to larger premises. 

280488 Lemon Dream  

A shimmering golden ale that is 
brewed using organic lemons which 
adds beautifully subtle zesty aromas 

and a citrus filled fruity finish. 

12 x 500ml £17.56     £1.46/unit 

 
209527 Oracle Ale  

 
Oracle is a crisp, sparklingly       

sunflower gold ale with a striking 
hop profile.  

 
12 x 500ml £17.56     £1.46/unit 

209523 Shropshire Gold  

Golden, with a floral aroma and a 
full hoppy flavour that is balanced 

by a crisp dry maltiness. 

12 x 500ml £17.56     £1.46/
unit 

170297 170298 170300 170301 

Britain’s Best Beer: Supreme    
Champion Bronze 

209525 Darwin's Original  
A specially brewed ale to celebrate 

the bicentennial of Charles Darwin’s 
birth in Shrewsbury.  

 

12 x 500ml £17.56     £1.46/unit 

16 
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197825   Thin Ice 4.5% 
 

An extremely pale beer 
finished with a hint of    

citrus orange hops. 
 

8 x 500ml   £10.74 
£1.34/unit   £2.50RRP 

506 0110940172 

197826 Mud City Stout 
6.6% 

Brewed with raw cocoa, 
vanilla pods, flaked oats, 

wheat and a blend of 
beautifully dark malts. 

 

8 x 500ml £12.79 
£1.60/unit  £3.00RRP 

506 0110940219 

222953 
Mellow Yellow 4.1% 

 

A pale honey ale.      
Powerful hop character 
is balanced with a sweet 

honey finish. 

8 x 500ml £10.51 
£1.31/unit £2.40 RRP 

506 0110940363 

250868 
Dr Hardwicke’s  

Double IPA 8.5% 
 

12 x 330ml £34.51 
£2.88/unit 
£4.45RRP 

506 0110940387 

256635 
Peaky Blinder 4.6% 

 

Brewed with 5 different 
malts and 5 different 

hops. Dark and delicious 
yet refreshing and hoppy. 

 
 

8 x 500ml £12.21 
£1.53/unit £2.39RRP 

506 0110940448 

 
 

256633 
Red IPA 5.7% 

Brewed with American 
and Australian Hops. 

 

8 x 500ml £12.21 
£1.53/unit £2.39RRP 

506 010940431 

256632  Boris Citrov 4.7% 
A punchy orange          

marmalade ale, brewed 
with American and       

English hops, leading to a 
sweet, crisp and fruit 

knockout finish. 
 

8 x 500ml £12.21 
£1.53/unit £2.39RRP 

506 0110940455 

Sadler’s Ales is a family run craft Brewery based in England’s famous and industrial ‘Black 
Country’.  We pride ourselves in using only the very finest ingredients to produce our 
award winning ales. Our history dates back over 110 years and our beers have always 

been brewed by members of the Sadler family. Producing beer in small batches we     
assure that quality and enjoyment are always at the heart of every beer we brew. 

279659 Pale Ale 4.5%   
12 x 330ml £19.42   £1.62/unit   £2.75 RRP 

506 0110940479 
 

279661 American IPA 5%  
12 x 330ml £19.64   £1.64/unit £2.75 RRP 

506 0110940486 
 

279662 Golden Beast 4.3%  
12 x 330ml £19.34   £1.61/unit £2.75 RRP 

506 0110940493 

Two Crafty Brewers is the small 
batch craft beer Company of   

Sadler's Brewery in Stourbridge. 

17 

197827 Worcester    
Sorcerer 4.3% 

 

A golden English Best 
Bitter, full-bodied with a 

well rounded hoppy 
character. 

 

8 x 500ml £10.58 
£1.32/unit   £2.40RRP 

506 0110940158 

279663 
Imperial Mud City  

Stout 9.9%  
 
 

12 x 330ml £38.08 
£3.17/unit  £4.75RRP 

5060110940394 
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Yorkshire’s oldest brewery. 
Traditional methods of brewing have been retained at The Old Brewery: the brewery still has its own 

cooper and all Samuel Smith’s naturally conditioned draught beer is hand pulled from oak casks. 
The original well sunk in 1758 is still in use, with the brewing water being drawn from 85 feet underground. 

Samuel Smith’s ales and stouts are fermented in ‘stone Yorkshire squares’ fermenting vessels made of solid slabs 
of slate, which give the beers a fuller bodied taste, using the same strain of yeast since the nineteenth century. 

All Samuel Smith’s beers are brewed solely from authentic natural ingredients without any chemical additives, raw 
material adjuncts, artificial sweeteners, colourings, flavourings or preservatives.              

Pure Brewed Organic Lager 

A full-bodied lager with lots of malt and 
hop character. A touch hoppier than 

many lagers yet perfectly balanced with 
lots of fruity hop character and fragrance.  

  

252867 
12 x 550ml £21.02  

£1.75/unit £3.50RRP 
501 0149200358 

Organic Pale Ale 

Brewed with well water (the original 1758 well is 
still in use drawing water from 85 feet                   

underground); best barley malt, yeast and aromatic 
hops; fermented in ‘stone Yorkshire squares’ to 

create a full, rounded flavour. 

252869 
12 x 550ml £21.02 

£1.75/unit £3.50RRP 
501 0149200556 

still in use drawing water from 85 feet                   

The finest organically grown barley and wheat are used to create a  complex ale blended with pure organic cherry, strawberry, 
raspberry or apricot fruit juices and more organic beer to create fruit beers of considerable strength and flavour. The smooth 

distinctive character of the matured beer serves as the perfect counterpoint to the pure organic fruit juice. 

Organic Cherry Beer 
252871 

24 x 355ml £37.13 
£1.55/unit £3.10RRP 

501 0149200921 

Organic Raspberry Beer 
252875 

24 x 355ml £37.13 
£1.55/unit £3.10RRP 

501 0149200976 

Organic Apricot Beer 
252876 

24 x 355ml £37.13 
£1.55/unit £3.10RRP 

501 0149201119 

Organic Strawberry Beer 
252872 

24 x 355ml £37.13 
£1.55/unit £3.10RRP 

501 0149200952 

18 
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Slater's Ales - formerly known as Eccleshall Brewery is 
a very successful family run brewery which was       

established in March 1995 in its original premises    
behind the George Hotel in Eccleshall by Ged and 

Moyra Slater. 

Today Andrew Slater and his sister Vicki hand brew 
their award winning ales using the finest hops and malt 

from their brewery in Stafford. 

257637 
8 x 500ml £11.44 

£1.43/unit £2.50 RRP 
5060145490024 

241196 
12x 500ml £20.33 

£1.69/unit £2.50 RRP 
5060145490178 

257634 
8 x 500ml £11.44 

£1.43/unit £2.50 RRP 
5060145490000 

257635 
8 x 500ml £10.93 

£1.37/unit £2.50 RRP 
506014590017 
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Based in the heart of the Staffordshire        
Moorlands, all Staffordshire Brewery bottled 
beers are triple cold filtered and carbonated 

giving them the characteristic sparkle and taste 
in the bottle. 

All ales come in cases of 8 x 500ml  costing £11.76 £1.47/unit £2.65 RRP 

19 

A smooth stout with 
rich chocolate       

undertones  
5060141940042 

Traditional aromatic 
Indian pale ale 

5060141940035 

A golden hoppy ale 
with a floral aroma 

5060141940004 

A copper coloured 
full bodied bitter 
5060141940011 

A ruby coloured 
malty ale 

5060141940073 
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St Austell brewery in Cornwall are renowned for their superb quality beers not least of which is 
their famous TRIBUTE PALE ALE but also for two Supreme CAMRA Champion bottle conditioned 

beers in PROPER JOB, a heavily hopped IPA and ADMIRALS ALE a rich, toasty and fruity beer.  

Tribute is a popular favourite in its South West 
heartland as well as being one of the fastest      
growing cask ale brands in the rest of the UK 

  

198751 4.2% abv 
12 x 500ml £17.69  
£1.47/unit £1.99 RRP  

502 8403154743 

HSD is full bodied strong and Cornish,      
brimming with a kaleidoscope of flavours. 

  

251853 5% abv 
12 x 500ml £18.71 

£1.56/unit £2.29 RRP 
502 8403154507 

It took 160 years to get here, but we think 
this uniquely Cornish lager was worth      

the wait. 
  

251857 4.8% abv 
12 x 500ml £18.71 

£1.56/unit £2.29 RRP 
5028403154903 

Clouded Yellow is one of St Austell     
Brewery's most distinctive beers which is 

brewed in the Weissbier style and           
flavoured with cloves and coriander. 

  

251855 4.8% abv 
12 x 500ml £18.71 

£1.56/unit £2.29 RRP 
5028403154477 

Rich, dark and creamy, 1913 Cornish Stout 
is crafted from a recently discovered        
traditional recipe gleamed from our     

brewing journals of 1913.  
  

251852 4.2% abv 
12 x 500ml £18.71 

£1.56/unit £2.29 RRP 
5028403170033 

Proper Job is an authentic IPA brewed 
with Cornish spring water and a single 
malt made from Cornish grown Maris    

Otter Pale barley. 

251847 5.5% abv 
12 x 500ml £18.70 

£1.56/unit £2.29 RRP 
5028403155146 

This premium bottle-conditioned ale has 
been uniquely brewed using our own Cornish 

Gold malt and locally grown barley. 
  

251851 5% abv 
12 x 500ml £18.71 

£1.56/unit £2.29 RRP 
5028403154941 

Big Job is a BIG beer, dry as a bone and 
jammed full of Cornish barley and as many 

Citra and Centennial hops as we could get our 
hands on. 

  

251856 7.2% abv 
12 x 500ml £20.75 

£1.73/unit £2.49 RRP 
5028403170040 20 
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192109 This          3.7% abv 

An easy drinking pale ale with a vivid hop aroma   
12 x 500ml £16.70    £1.39/unit   £2.50 RRP     5031834002095 

The Teme Valley Brewery was established at The    
Talbot Inn, Knightwick, Worcestershire in 1997. The 

brewery has strong ties to the local hop growing    
industry through it's owner Annie Clift and her family. 
With three hop growers within a mile of the brewery, 
we are proud to use only Worcestershire grown hops 
in our cask and bottle conditioned beers. The English 

hop varieties we use give the beers familiar,           
recognisably English flavours. 

192110 That         4.1%abv 

 A chestnut coloured old fashioned best bitter                               
12 x 500ml £16.90   £1.41/unit   £2.55 RRP 5031834002071 

192111 Wotever Next?     5%abv 

Strong, dark and bitter 
12 x 500ml £17.35   £1.45/unit   £2.60RRP  5031834001395 

The first Thornbridge craft beers were produced in the grounds of 
the historic country house, Thornbridge Hall.  

A new state of the art brewery at Bakewell was opened in       
September 2009 with the aim to continue to brew high quality 

cask, keg and bottled beers and develop new ones through      
innovation in process and use of ingredients.  

Our beers have gained considerable success with over 350       
industry and consumer awards being won in regional, national 

and international competitions.  

 

 

 

 

279282 Wild Swan 3.5% abv  
Wild Swan is white gold in colour with aromas of light 

bitter lemon, a hint of herb and a subtle spiciness.  
A great refreshing beer! 

12 x 500ml £17.56  £1.46/unit £2.50 RRP 
5013414999070 

279284 Jaipur 5.9% abv 
A multi award winning India Pale Ale: it is soft and 

smooth but builds around the mouth to a crescendo of 
hoppiness accentuated by honey. 

12 x 500ml £20.55  £1.71/unit £2.60 RRP 
5013414999049 

279285 Tzara 4.8% abv  
Tzara is a hybrid beer, fermented like an ale but matured 

like a lager. A broad, almost fruity palate with some 
bready notes. A crisp, refreshing beer.  

12 x 500ml £18.62  £1.55/unit £2.50 RRP 
5013414999117 

279287 Chiron 5.0% abv 
Golden in colour Chiron offers a superb balance of tart 

hops, juicy malt and tangy fruit. Biscuit, apricot and     
tangerine tastes. 

12 x 500ml £19.02  £1.59/unit £2.50 RRP 
5013414999148 21 
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279665 Fubar 4.4% 

A unique schizophrenic beer where you'll face 
off against floral hoppy flavours up front,   

leading into a dry spicy bitterness on the back. 
Need something a bit different to wake up 
your taste buds? It's time to get FUBAR. 

24 x 330ml £32.23 £1.34/unit £2.35 RRP 
5060343550001 

279668 Cwtch 4.6% 

Arguably the coolest word on the planet, Cwtch 
is our very own untraditional Welsh Red Ale. 

Six malts, two US hops and weeks of love and 
attention go into this unique beer. Drinkability & 

balance makes this beer. 

24 x 330ml £32.23 £1.34/unit £2.35 RRP 
5060343550063 

279670 The Full Nelson 4.8% 

Our ‘Maori Pale Ale’ came together after 
months of experimentation with a very unique 

hop – Nelson Sauvin from New Zealand. 
Strong grape flavours complemented by sweet 

Munich malt, making it crisp and refreshing. 

24 x 330ml £32.23 £1.34/unit £2.35 RRP 
5060343550032 

279671 Dirty Stop Out 5% 

A smoked oat stout that has all the              
characteristics of a heavy night out - complex, 

dark, with hints of smokiness . A blend of 9 
malts matched up with a firmly hopped back 

bone make this a very self assured stout.                                                               

24 x 330ml £33.79 £1.41/unit £2.40 RRP 
5060343550049 

279673 Hadouken 7.4% 

An Amplified IPA. A dedication to the classic 
finishing move from one of our favourite video 

games from back in the 90’s. Massively 
hopped with a combo of 3 American varieties. 

24 x 330ml £38.56 £1.61/unit £2.70 RRP 
5060343550025 

279672 Urban IPA 5.5% 

A carefully-crafted intercontinental blend of 
hops helps us take traditional IPAs to the next 
level with Urban IPA. If you're bored with soul-
less IPAs drunk by farmers in wellies, it's time 

to go URBAN. 

24 x 330ml £35.69 £1.49/unit £2.50 RRP  

5060343550018 

It all began in a garage back in 2008 where me (Brad) and Gazz homebrewed on 
weekends. We got pretty good at it and as we are beer geeks at heart we always 
took things that one step further. In 2010 the idea for Tiny Rebel was born, with 

the result being our official launch in February 2012. 

Britain’s Best Beer:  
Supreme Champion Gold 2015 

22 
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279054 Aurelio 
12 x 330ml  £14.99  

£1.25/unit £1.99 RRP 
060 9613842153 

Aurelio combines the refreshment of a lager with the fine flavours of an ale, for all beer 
lovers to share and enjoy. The beer has a burnished bronze colour and a complex aroma 

of leafy hops, woody notes, tart lemon fruit and cracker-like malt. Its golden artisan 
taste is refreshing, clean and crisp, with perky citrus flavours that spring to the palate. 

Just the way we like it. 

Two Fingers Brewing Co. was created in 2012, when seven guys with expertise 
in building brands and a passion for craft beer had a vision for a beer that wasn't 
just better tasting, but better for men everywhere. Basically, we're too lazy to run 

the marathon, so we thought we'd launch a beer brand. 

Two Fingers Brewing Co. is the only beer brand that gives back to the men that 
drink it, by giving all of its profits to Prostate Cancer UK. 

We handpick the very best ingredients to create beer that's not only better       
tasting, but better for men everywhere. 

This is one small sip for man, one giant leap for man kind 

The West Berkshire Brewery is an award-winning, independent brewery founded in 1995 situated in       
Yattendon, Berkshire. Since March 2013, WBB has been led by its Chairman, David Bruce, who in a 48-year 

international brewing career has co-founded Bruce’s Brewery and the Firkin pub chain. WBB uses traditional 
brewing techniques and prides itself on using British raw materials.  

279803 Good Old Boy 

     A beautifully balanced            
session ale with a refreshing 
       light floral flavour. 

 

  12 x 500ml £16.30  

£1.36/unit  £2.30RRP    

    506 0289850081 

279802 Mr Chubbs  

   A beautifully balanced                
session ale with a refreshing          
       light floral flavour. 
 

  12 x 500ml £16.06   

 £1.34/unit  £2.30RRP       

    506 0289850012 

279805 Mr Swifts  

Fragrantly hoppy, light and                  
 refreshing. 

 

  12 x 500ml £16.30    

£1.36/unit  £2.30RRP        

   506 0289850128 
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A traditional, strong, malty ale aged in 
whisky barrels for 2 months. Rich, 
dark and nutty, with smoky vanilla, 

wooden notes and a distinctive 
smooth, bitter warmth from the    

whisky. A heavenly companion to any 
cheese board. 

                       

232140 Henry’s IPA 3.6% abv 

Named after Henry            
Wadworth, a light bronze ale 
with delicate malt aromas. An 
easy drinking style with cereal 
notes and a lingering finish, a 

great session beer. 

8 x 500ml £11.15 
£1.39/unit £1.99 RRP 

5013949000388 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

232143 Old Timer 5.8% abv 

Strong malty aroma and a full 
bodied, intense flavour. 

8 x 500ml £12.36 
£1.55/unit £2.19 RRP 

5023625000241 

254532 Swordfish 5% abv 

Brewed to support the 100 
year anniversary of the Fleet 
Air Arm. With a gentle rum 
aroma and dark, unrefined 

sugar adding a rich        
smoothness, it is a full-bodied, 

deep copper coloured ale. 

8 x 500ml £11.33 
£1.42/unit £2.05 RRP 

5023625000395 

232145 Bishop's Tipple Ale 
5.5% abv 

A strong, citrus, zingy ale.  
Deceptively light in colour 

with zesty taste and a          
lingering hop finish.  A well 

known and respected     
strong ale. 

8 x 500ml £11.86 
£1.48/unit £2.05 RRP 

5023625002964 

Rich, golden and full bodied with 
tangy orange and caramel sweet    

flavours, and aromas of citrus, melon 
and spice. US hops and Munich Malt 
with orange peel provide complexity 
but with perfect balance. A superb 

with rich dishes such as game. 

A traditional IPA, pale golden in      
colour, high in alcohol and brewed 

with four hop varieties. This is a      
reviving brew with a full fruity body 
and lingering dry bitter finish. A ro-
bust accompaniment to spicy food. 

235309 Indian Pale Ale 6.2%  
8 x 330ml £11.66 

£1.46/unit £2.53 RRP 
5013949000746 

235310 Orange Peel 6% abv 
8 x 330ml £11.66 

£1.46/unit £2.53 RRP 
5013949000593 

235315  Whiskey Barrel Aged 5.8%  
8 x 330ml £11.66 

£1.46/unit £2.53 RRP 
5013949000740 

24 

The classic premium ale that has made 
Wadworth famous. Well known and   
respected, 6X is a beacon on the bar for 
many ale drinkers. Full bodied and           
distinctive, 6X remains one of the  
         South's most famous beers.           
  The beer is mid-brown in 
  colour, malty and fruity 
         with balancing hop character. 

232139  

6X Ale 4.3% abv 

8 x 500ml £10.34 
£1.29/unit £1.99 RRP 

5023625004173 

198857 

6X Ale Can 4.3% abv 

6 x (4x500ml) £22.28 
£3.71/unit £5.29 RRP 

5023625004197 
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At The Wild Beer Co we want to produce Wild Beers that are different! We must re-write the rules, excite your 
taste buds and wildly challenge your perceptions of beer. We believe beer can be better and want to inspire people 
to drink beer differently. Ideal to match with food or to enjoy as part of a drink experience… 

Ninkasi 9% 

A Celebration Beer, with apple juice, 
wild yeasts, NZ hops and champagne 

fermentation. 

279065 6 x 750ml £28.00 
£4.67/ unit 506 0324500070 

 

Fresh 5.5% abv 

     Our pale ale, made with northern and  
southern hemisphere hops. 

279059 18 x 330ml   £26.00 
£1.44/ unit 506 0324500001 

Wild Goose Chase 4.5% 

Wild and pumped full of gooseberry and 
crisp hop flavour, this is a great fruity     

farmhouse saison. 

279064 18 x 330ml   £25.00 
£1.39/ unit 506 0324500469 

Madness IPA 6.8% 

Our version of the 'West Coast' IPA:    
the beer that sparked a revolution. 

279061 18 x 330ml £28.00 
£1.56/ unit   506 0324500049 

Millionaire 4.7% 

A Chocolate and Salted Caramel Milk 
Stout.... 

279062 18 x 330ml  £26.00 
£1.44/ unit 506 0324500414 

Sourdough 3.6% 

A Wild Beer & Hobbs House Bakery                
collaboration. 

279063 18 x 330ml   £29.00 
£1.61/ unit 506 0324500209 

Epic Saison 5% abv 

  A transcontinental fusion of Belgian beer 
and feisty American hops. 

279057 18 x 330ml   £25.00 
£1.39/ unit 506 0324500018 
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Crystal and Chocolate malts 
combine to give a sweetish 
draught followed by a subtle   

bitterness & fruity overtones from 
the infusion of traditional hops. 

149889 4.8% abv 
12 x 500ml £16.99 

£1.42/unit 
503 2214000014 

Wood’s was founded in 1980 in the 
small  village of Wistanstow on the edge of 

the Shropshire Hills Area of Outstanding   
Natural Beauty. The Wood family were    
looking to create good local Real Ale to    

combat the onslaught of bland keg beers at 
that time. Under the management of Edward 

This gorgeous blonde ale is  
overlaid with a lovely citrus     
aroma and grapefruit notes. 

159147 4.1% abv 
12 x 500ml £16.55 

£1.38/unit 
5032214000328 

Light in colour with zesty      
bitterness it will surely put a 

Spring in your step! 
149890 4.7% abv 

12 x 500ml £16.96 
£1.41/unit 

5032214000045 

A lovely citrus bitterness is     
evident in this golden ale. 

149891 4.4% abv 
12 x 500ml £16.80 

£1.40/unit 
5032214000557 

If you are looking for a traditional 
Pale Ale, this is the beer you 

have been looking for! Light in 
strength but full of flavour. 

HF0219 4.0% abv 
12 x 500ml £16.55 

£1.1.38/unit 
5032214000052 

Ebony Stout 

279655 

12 x 500ml  £16.99 

£1.42/unit 

Available October 

26 
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Based high on the Yorkshire Wolds 
where the hills roll down to the North 
Sea, this is a family business run by 

the third and fourth generation Mellors. 
The brewery was founded in 2003 by 

arable farmers Tom and Gill, who pride 
themselves on brewing superior quality 

beer from home grown barley and    
water that is gently filtered by the chalk 
of the Yorkshire Wolds and drawn from 

the farm's own borehole. 

 A soft, fruity flavoured ale with a hint of spice. Perfect with sun,                   
or failing that curry! 

279128 Wold Gold 4.8% abv 
8 x 500ml £12.00  £1.50/unit £2.09RRP 506 0070290034 

 Strong and well hopped for the voyage sending IPA from the Wolds to the 
World.  

279131 Scarborough Fair IPA 6% abv 
8 x 500ml £13.00  £1.63/unit £2.29RRP  506 007029799 

 A rich dark ale, with an underlying maltiness, and a subtle fruit aroma, ideal 
for keeping the chill of Winter at bay.  

279133 Shepherd’s Watch 6% abv 
8 x 500ml £13.00  £1.63/unit £2.29RRP  506 0070290652 

 A beer for relaxing, sunshine and those long days of summer. Enjoy with 
Spice and all things nice! 

279130 Golden Summer 4.4% abv 
8 x 500ml £11.75  £1.47/unit £2.09 RRP  506 0070290485 

 Their first, flagship and still best-selling bitter: a light amber coloured, crisp 
clean aromatic session bitter. It makes excellent beer batter! 

279123 Wold Top Bitter 3.7% abv 
8 x 500ml £11.00 £1.38/ unit £1.99RRP 506 0070290003 

 The ultimate catch, a refreshing golden pale ale with a fruity bitterness and 
lingering aftertaste.  

279124 Anglers Reward 4% abv 
8 x 500ml £11.25  £1.41/unit £1.99RRP  506 0070290669 

 
 

Wold Top Against The Grain has been declared the most beer like of all glu-
ten free and low gluten free beers in taste tests.  

279125 Against the Grain 4.5% abv 
8 x 500ml £11.85  £1.48/unit £1.99RRP  506 0070290409 

 A complex rich dark porter with a sweet malty base, overtones of bitter 
orange and hints of coffee and chocolate.  

279129 Marmalade Porter 5% abv 
8 x 500ml £12.50  £1.56/unit £2.199RRP  506 0070290430 
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194521 

Kinggoblin 6.6% abv 

As the full moon casts its eerie 
light over the shadowy old Eagle 
Brewery, a magical brew gurgles 

forth from the casks. Hand    
crafted from roasted  chocolate 
and crystal malts, an indulgently 

rich, full, smooth 
beer of  exceptional 

quality and character.  

8 x 500ml 
£11.85  

£2.45 RRP 
 

5011348008479 

 
259959 

 

Blackwych 5% abv 
 

Once again the Black Wych has 
cast her spell. Start with a      

measure of alluringly rich dark 
malt and allow the bitterness to 

creep in. Watch out for the      
caramel sweetness lurking       

behind. This silky 
smooth Porter is no 

taboo, she is a      
spellbinding force to 

be reckoned with. 
 

8 x 500ml 
£11.14  

£2.39 RRP 
5011348013794 

      

259962  

Dr.Thirsty's No.4 4.1% abv 

An unpasteurised shimmering 
blonde concoction of fruits. 

No.4 is the first of the good DR’s 
elixirs to emerge from his           

apothecary. 

 

 

8 x 500ml 
£10.03  

£2.20 RRP 
 

5011348013831 

Hobgoblin 
Traditionally craft brewed with Chocolate & Crystal malts and a blend of Styrian, 

Goldings & Fuggles hops to produce a full-bodied, Ruby beer that delivers a      
delicious chocolate toffee malt flavour, balanced with a rounded moderate    

bitterness and an overall fruity, mischievous character. 

Home of the legendary Hobgoblin, the Wychwood Brewery is tucked 
away behind the main street of the market town of Witney, in the 

heart of the Oxfordshire Cotswolds. The Wychwood brewery is named 
after the Wychwood forest found close by. Much of the inspiration for 

Wychwood’s  fantasy themed branding comes from the legends           
associated with these local woodlands. A relative new  comer to the 

brewing fraternity having only been founded in 1983, Wychwood has 
certainly made its mark producing an exciting and diverse range of 

award winning ales. 

259957 
Can 5.2% abv  
6 x 4x400ml 

£25.93   £4.32/unit 

£6.99 RRP 
501 1348010090 

259956 
Minicask 5.2% abv 

2 x 5litre 
£25.58 £12.79/unit 

£19.99 
5011348015170 
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A family-run business based in rural Herefordshire, we are  
 dedicated to brewing the best bottle-conditioned beer, 
 using only the finest quality ingredients – such as locally 

grown whole hop cones and Maris Otter barley.  To keep up with 
growing demand for our beer, the brewery has recently installed a 

state of the art brewhouse which retains all the features of a  
 traditional English whole hop brewery whilst incorporating 
some truly cutting edge features for improved energy efficiency 
and sustainability.  Share our taste for real life by savouring our 
range of moreish bottle-conditioned beers – as the Wye’s Words 

saying goes - ‘Into every life a little ale must Pour!’ 
Share their taste for real life by savouring their diverse selection of 
excellent quality bottle-conditioned beers, after all, ‘Into every life 

a little ale must pour’! 

237261 
HPA 4 % 

A truly delightful  
pale ale  

8x500ml   £11.41 
£1.43/unit  £2.35 RRP 

5034294000236 

237260 
Butty Bach 4.5% 
A burnished gold    

premium ale  
8x500ml £11.66  

£1.46/unit £2.35RRP 
5034294000144 

237267 
Dorothy Goodbody's 

Country Ale 6.0% 
A strong full-bodied 

ruby ale  
8x500ml  £13.53 

£1.69/unit   £2.69RRP  
5034294000151 

237263 
Dorothy Goodbody's  

Golden Ale 4.2% 
A crisp zesty golden ale  

8 x 500ml £11.41 
£1.43/unit £2.35 RRP 

5034294000069 

237266 
Wholesome Stout 4.6% 

Classic with roasted     
barley flavours  

8 x 500ml £11.70 
£1.46/unit £2.35 RRP 

5034294000038 

We carry an extensive 
range of seasonal 

ales—look out for the 
latest supplement 

which will have     
these listed in or ask 
our customer service 

team! 
29 
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CIDER AND 
PERRY 
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279164 Golden Drop 

    8 x 500ml   £11.68    
£1.46/unit   £2.60 RRP 

5060394380015 

279169 Crimson King 

   8 x 500ml £11.68    
£1.46/unit   £2.60 RRP 

5060394380008 

279171 Painted Lady 

   8 x 500ml £12.96    
£1.62/unit   £2.80 RRP 

5060394380039 

279172 Strawberry Cider 

  8 x 500ml £13.92 
£1.74/unit   £3.00 RRP 

 
 
 
 

5060394380138 

279170 Sweet Kernel 

   8 x 500ml £11.68    
£1.46/unit   £2.60 RRP 

5060394380022 

279173 Hopped Cider 

  12 x 330ml  £14.40    
£1.20/unit   £2.10 RRP 

5060394380121 

The Barbourne Cider Company is an award         
winning family based business based in Worcester. 
We use locally grown cider apples and Perry pears 

to make our range of traditional and innovative 
Worcestershire ciders and perries. 

 

All of our premium drinks are made from freshly 
pressed juice and we take a pride in knowing the 

orchard locations and the varieties of fruit used in 
all of our ciders and perries. 
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256309  Lily The Pink 4.5 abv 

A medium fruity cider with a    
gorgeous pink colour, made from 

100% cider apples on our           
Herefordshire farm – intense 

fruity aroma – very drinkable!!! 

506 0258200251 

256308 Slack Alice 4.6% abv 

A medium well rounded yet a 
little tart 4.6% cider drier than 

Thundering Molly – still mellow 
with a very slight tart finish. 

506 0258200244 

253600  Thundering Molly 
5.2% abv 

Gorgeous golden colour and a 
well balanced finish. Made on 
our Herefordshire farm from 

100% cider apples 

506 0258200237 

214206 Abrahalls Cider 6% vol 

A well rounded Medium Cider made from 
cider apples grown on the family farm and 

surrounding area. Hedgehogs have long 
been associated with the Southern 

Marches - the Celts called the area Ergyng 
- Land of the Hedgehogs. The Abrahalls 
Crest includes three hedgehogs and the 

motto loosely translates as 'He who 
touches me beware or repent!'. Mess with 

it and those quills will get you!! 

506 0258200077 

All Celtic Marches cider comes in the following: 

12 x 500ml £15.00  £1.25/unit  £2.49 RRP 

 

We are a family company based 
on our cider apple and hop farm 

in Herefordshire. 
Drawing on a family history in 

cider making Rob makes our high 
quality traditional Herefordshire 
cider from 100% fresh pressed 

juice from cider apples grown on 
our farm and there are no added 

colours,flavours or artificial 
sweeteners. 

We are one of the last farmer cider makers 
left in this country as we grow, press,      

ferment and bottle all on our own farm. 

 Clive’s Worcestershire Wobblejuice has 
been produced on the farm for over 70 

years. It was first made to pay the            
agricultural labourers and has remained a 

farm favourite ever since!  

Worcestershire Wobblejuice Farmhouse Cider and Perry 

232283 Still Cider  5.6% ABV   12 x 50cl £15.00   £1.25/unit  £2.40 RRP 506 0090170095 

199687 Cider with a hint of fizz 5.2% abv  12 x 75cl £21.63   £1.80/unit  £3.30 RRP 5060090170125 

199688 Perry with a hint of fizz 5.3% abv 12 x 75cl £21.63    £1.80/unit  £3.30 RRP 5060090170149 

232274 Mixed Cider & Perry Case (6 of each) 12 x 75cl £21.63 £1.80/unit £3.30 RRP Barcodes as 32 
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Friels is a 100% pure apple cider in a light 
and refreshing full pint (568ml) serve. 

 

Friels has a crisp, medium-dry taste and a 
light sparkle that provides pure              

refreshment with a sharp apple bite. We 
don't add any colourings, sugar or   

sweeteners either. Our cider is made 
without adding sulphites. 

 

Friels is owned by Cool Apple Ltd and is 
based in Gloucestershire. 

214475 4.9% abv 

8 x 568ml £10.08 

£1.26/unit £1.95 RRP 

506 0207820004 

A premium cider, Friels is made with 
100% pressed apples to deliver real 

refreshment. The unique brand          
imagery of Friels has enormous appeal 
with people who want a quality cider in 

stylish packaging. 

Hogan’s ciders and perry are made in the Malvern Hills from 100% fresh pressed cider apples and perry pears grown in the Three  
Counties of Gloucestershire, Herefordshire and Worcestershire. The juice is fermented slowly and naturally during cold winter months, 

and in spring, a leisurely period of maturation takes place prior to skilled blending.  
Since commencing the business in 2005, Hogan’s Cider has won numerous awards, including 1st Place and Reserve Supreme Champion 
for Hogan’s Medium Bottled Cider in the Royal Bath and West Show for two consecutive years. Hogan’s Hazy Daisy was awarded a Gold 

Medal at the International Cider Challenge 2014. 
Made only from fresh pressed cider fruit and precious little else, Hogan’s brings you the authentic taste of the English orchard.  

150013    Dry Cider 5.8% abv  
A deep gold, slightly sparkling, dry cider with a fruity aroma of 
traditional bitter sweet apple with spice and peaty overtones. 

12 x 500ml £17.79    £1.48/unit £2.34 RRP     506 0130340013 
 

150014 Medium Cider 5.4% abv  
A golden, well balanced, slightly sparkling cider with caramel, 

butterscotch and dried fruit aromas. 
12 x 500ml £17.79   £1.48/unit £2.34 RRP    5060130340006 

 
HF1177 Vintage Perry 5.4% abv 

A medium, lightly sparkling perry, champagne like in colour, well 
balanced on the palate  

12 x 500ml £19.40    £1.62/unit £2.59 RRP    506 0130340549 

232287 Hazy Daisy 3.9% abv   
A medium sweet, still, traditional, slightly cloudy cider 

5060130340396 
232288 Picker’s Passion 5.3% abv 

A medium, still, traditional, slightly cloudy cider  
5060130340402 

232289 Panking Pole 6.2% abv  
A dry, still, traditional, slightly cloudy cider  

5060130340419 

Hogan’s Bag in Box 

3 x 3ltr £19.44 £6.48/unit £10.49 RRP 
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Mike Henney produces fine quality   
Herefordshire Cider made from 100% 
fresh pressed juice of   genuine cider 
apple varieties. There are no added   
colours or flavours and no artificial 

sweeteners. All Henney's ciders have 
PGI (Protected Geographic Indication) 
status for Herefordshire Cider which 

assures that only local fruit is used and 
traditional methods are followed. 

 149885 Henney's Dry Cider 6% ABV 

Our Best Selling Cider. Sweet appley aroma, palate 
has a delicious bittersweet apple character with 

some spicy bite and a bit of tannic grip, very fruity 
and quite pure, with a nice savoury twist. 

8 x 500ml £9.71    £1.21/unit   £1.89 RRP 

506 0014570024 

149887 Apple Sweet Cider 6.5% ABV 

Our sweet cider is blended using a drop or two 
of concentrated apple juices. This gives it a 

lovely mouth feel and a palate that is fruity and 
full of apple flavours. 

8 x 500ml £9.71    £1.21/unit   £1.89 RRP 

506 0014570086 

184387   England’s Pride 6% ABV 

 A lightly sparkling cider of medium sweetness 
with rich mellow flavours typical of English   

bittersweet apples.  

8 x 500ml £9.71    £1.21/unit   £1.89 RRP 

506 0014570109 

149886  Henney's Medium Cider 6% ABV 

Our medium cider re-branded to celebrate 
‘Englishness’ and our tradition of cider making. Well, 
why not? Similar in character to our dry cider but with 

a touch more sweetness and acidity. 

8 x 500ml £9.71    £1.21/unit   £1.89 RRP 

506 0014570055 

149888      Henney's Vintage Cider 6.5% ABV 

Appley and intense with real depth of flavour, it 
tastes of late summer with notes of apricots, 

herbs and apple crumble and is the sort of cider 
you serve with food.    

8 x 500ml £9.71    £1.21/unit   £1.89 RRP 

506 0014570093 

223891 Henney's Exhibition Cider 6.5% 

Lightly sparkling. Exhibition is a dry cider of the 
highest "exhibition" standard, and at 7.2% vol-
ume it is a strong and characterful addition to 

the Henney’s cider family. 

8 x 500ml £9.95    £1.24/unit   £1.99 RRP 

506 0014570116 
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Ludlow Vineyard & Distillery is a family operation 
based on a 12 hectare farm at Clee St Margaret in 
South Shropshire, where there are grape vines and  
orchards with apples, pears, and walnuts. Mike &    

Barbara Hardingham produce wine, cider and apple 
juice here, as well as distilled spirits and liqueurs from 

179326 Medium Dry Cider  

6 x 500ml £8.10 £1.35/unit £2.35  RRP 506 0216890203 
 

179327 Medium Sweet Cider  

6 x 500ml £8.10 £1.35/unit £2.35  RRP 506 0216890210 
 

Both are slightly sparkling, in a 50cl bottle size. This is milled, 
pressed, fermented and bottles at our premises, using a mixture of 

 

252870  

Organic Cider   

12 x 550ml £20.52    £1.71/unit   £3.40 501 0149200907 

A medium dry cider with brilliant straw colour, light body, clean apple 
flavour and a gentle apple blossom finish. Samuel Smith’s makes this 

cider at a small, independent British brewery,                                                 
the oldest brewery in Yorkshire. 

237711 Bounders Cider-  4.5% ABV  

A delicious, appetising and carefully crafted cider. We use only the choicest            
apples from the finest Somerset orchards, and slowly mature this lively                     

cider in age-old vats.  

12 x 500ml £16.54   £1.38/unit £2.40 RRP 503 9035000865 
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253242  Medium Sweet Cider  

Packed full of natural apple    
flavour and fruity sweetness. 

When we say 'sweet' we mean 
sweet-ish because it's well     

balanced & not too sugary or 
syrupy.  

12 x 500ml   £16.45    

253240  Medium Dry Cider  

This medium dry cider combines 
natural freshly cut apple flavour 

with gentle tannins from the 
skins and pips giving a           

wonderfully tingly mouthfeel.  

12 x 500ml £16.45   
£1.37/unit £2.35 RRP  

506 0387140008 

Like our sister company, Hobsons Brewery, we are dedicated to producing the finest quality local cider using the best ingredients. 

Our splendid ciders are made entirely from freshly pressed apples picked from orchards in and around Geoff Thompson's farm at Oldfields in the 
Teme Valley near Tenbury Wells in Worcestershire. Geoff, who has also been supplying hops to Hobsons for around 20 years, works closely with 

276346  Discovery Cider  

Enjoy this cider like a 
sparkling wine and serve 
it chilled in flute glasses. 

It makes a great           
ingredient in cocktails 

too!  
6 x 75cl £17.70  

£2.95/unit £5.95 RRP
  

5060387140022 

237010 Orchard Pig Reveller cider 4.5%  

A light, crisp and refreshing cider with a tangy note of freshly 
squeezed lime  

12 x 50cl £17.43   £1.45/unit £2.19 RRP  506 0161380897 

237013 Orchard Pig Charmer cider 6%  

A rich aroma of deep tannins, a mellow apple sweetness and a 
crisp refreshing finish  

12 x 50cl £17.43   £1.45/unit £2.19 RRP 506 0161380262 

237014 Orchard Pig Truffler cider 6%  

A classic Somersetdry cider, complere with aromatic tannins and a 
long, balenced bittersweet finish  

12 x 50cl £17.43    £1.45/unit    £2.19 RRP   506 0161380408 

No porkies…It all started in 2004, just outside            
Glastonbury when Andrew Quinlan and Neil           

Macdonald made an accidental discovery that       
home-grown apples make the best tasting ciders.    

And today…Orchard Pig’s oinkingly good ciders 
are made using apples scrumped from West Country 
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Once Upon A Tree produce fine ciders & perries using fruit grown on their RHS awarded farm,     
Dragon Orchard in Putley, Herefordshire. As a grower-producer we decide when to harvest, then we 

press, ferment and blend with very little intervention. All our drinks are made with 100% fresh 
pressed juice & without the use of concentrates, flavourings or added water. 

Simon Day, director and cidermaker, enjoys bringing the heritage of cider alive with his                            
champagne-method sparklings, and his creative side produces our innovate dessert cider & perry; 

great for pairing with pudds & cheeses.   

Once Upon A Tree won BBC Food & Farming ‘Best Drinks Producer’ in 2012 recognising the quality 
of the products and the ethos of the company. 

206751 
Chapel Pleck Sparkling Perry 7.5% 

 
 
 

Made with Blakeney Red perry 
pears using the traditional  

Champagne method whereby  
secondary fermentation takes place 
in-bottle, and the yeast removed by 

disgorging. 
This brut style perry has fizz,  

elegance and finesse in abundance! 
 
 
 

6 x 75cl    £50.64    
£8.44/unit  £12.50 RRP 

5060193610207 

197197 
Blenheim Superb Dessert Cider  7% abv 

 
A unique product for the UK, taking the principles of 

ice-wine production and applying them to                 
apples!  Blenheim Orange and Laxtons Superb apples 

were chosen for their delicate flavour and                 
balance.  The juice was frozen and allowed to thaw 
yielding a terrifically sweet concentrated juice. With 
spiced apple, orange, apricot and honey on the nose 

 
12 x 37.5cl £135 

£11.25/unit  £16.95 RRP  
506 0193610108 

195380 
Priggles Medium Perry 7% abv 

 

Pale gold, with a delicate floral 
nose of pear & citrus. A light 
lemon blossom palate with 

caramelised pear and a drying 
finish. 

 

6 x 75cl £19.88 
£3.31/unit  £5.50 RRP 

506 0193610221 

175610 
Putley Gold Medium Cider 

7.5% abv 
Off dry style, the richness of 
the Dabinett, Ellis Bitter and 
Browns Apple are enhanced 

by the soft sweetness         
retained in the cider, with a 

refreshing balance and length 
to the finish.  

 

6 x 75cl £17.25 
£2.88/unit  £4.50 RRP 

506 0193610009 

175612 
Marcle Ridge Dry Cider 7.5% abv 

  
A blend of Ellis Bitter, Brown’s 

Apple and Dabinett, this dry cider 
is soft on tannins, clean apple 

blossom aromatics and has  
excellent balance. 

 

6 x 75cl £17.25 
£2.88/unit  £4.50 RRP 

506 0193610016 

192348 
Kingston Redstreak Medium 

Cider 8% abv  
 

Kingston Black blended with 
rich aromatic Somerset          

Redstreak to give a wonderfully 
spicy, almost smoky aromas 

that lead to a spice filled palate 
of complexity and  

character, with a long, soft, 
warming finish. 

 

6 x 75cl  £19.88 
£3.31/unit  £5.50 RRP 

506 0193610047 

281550  

Harry Taylor's Crooked 
Branch Dry Sparkling Cider  

12 x 500ml £18.72  

£1.56/unit £1.70 RRP 

506 0193610702 

280772 

Harry Taylor's Thrown Hat 
Medium Sparkling Cider  

12 x 500ml £18.72  

£1.56/unit  £1.70 RRP  

506 0193610719 
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As craft cider makers we strive to create the most interesting and exciting ciders we can, by firstly thinking a little     differently, and 
secondly by attempting to combine the rules and traditions of farm house ciders with a modern approach to craft fermentation and 

aging. This means keeping things as simple as possible - using the very best fresh apples, small batch techniques, wild yeasts and 
100% juice. 

The result is a beautiful range of distinctive whole juice ciders, full of character, charm and flavour.   

   We use the  
         apples’ own ‘wild yeast'   
    to keep the fermentation 
slow and cold. This produces a 
well balanced medium to   
  sweet cider with soft         
  astringency and a full          
      bodied flavour.  

      Our Redstreak apples  
         are grown exclusively in  
   our Knowle St Giles Orchard.    
    Redstreaks produce a      
  wonderfully refreshing and  
 crisp medium cider, with a    
    full apple taste and  
        lingering finish.  

                  Specially pressed from  
           the best apples of the  
     autumn harvest. Before   
  being matured for at least  
  12 months in vintage port   
 and sherry barrels to fully        
 develop the ciders unique  
    character and flavour 

 

256581 

5.9% abv 

5060096670094 

256583  

6.1% abv 

5060096670117 

256703 

6.5% abv 

5060096670100 

256709 

5.9% abv 

5060096670094 

      A lightly         
sparkling single   
variety  cider. 

256705   Single Orchard Cider 
Grey Heron  

(Sweet 5.5%) 
 

A sparkling cider that is bottled 
young to maintain its sweet fruity 
taste, expressing both apples in a 

well balanced sweet cider. 

5 06009667 0247 

Farmhouse Ciders 
Labels designed in collaboration 

with Bristol based screen     
printer Tom Frost  

256706                            
Bottled Conditioned Cider  

Puffin (Dry 6.5%) 
 

A dry full bodied cider,       
naturally sparkling and      

complete with sediment. We 
only make these in very small 

batches so enjoy! 
5 06009667 0223 

256704 
Farmhouse Cider Barn 

Owl (Medium Dry 
6.5%) 

 
A lightly sparkling   

medium dry cider, left 
unfiltered for a more 

authentic taste.  
 

5 06009667 0230 

All in cases of 12x50cl    £16.68 
£1.39/unit      £2.30 RRP 

All in cases of 12x50cl    £16.68    £1.39/unit      £2.30 RRP 
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The Sheppy family have been perfecting premium cider 
making for almost 200 years.  

The farm is owned and managed by the Sheppy family 
and head cider maker, David Sheppy is now the 6th 

generation. Unfamiliar varieties of apples are grown in 
their 70 acre orchards - plus additional varieties from 
other specialist growers which produce their award 

winning artisan ciders. 

Oak Matured Vintage    
Cider 7.4% abv 

A fine full-flavoured sparking 
vintage cider in a medium 

taste, created from the best 
varieties of cider apples of a 
single harvest here at Three 

Bridges Farm. Always       
matured in oak.  

279134 

12 x 500ml £16.77 
£1.40/unit £2.30 RRP 

5025268050135 

Falstaff Cider 5.6% abv 

 
A naturally pale single       

variety dessert fruit cider 
with a light refreshing taste. 
Medium-sweet, sparkling. 

 
279138 

 

12 x 500ml £16.77 
£1.40/unit £2.30 RRP 

5025268050159 

Raspberry Cider 4% abv 

This cider is a delicious    
combination of a traditional 

light Somerset cider and 
pure raspberry juice, which 
creates a characterful drink 
with a pleasant, refreshing 
fruitiness. Medium-sweet 

taste. 
279139 

Kingstone Black Cider 7.2% 
abv 

Originating in the vale of        
Taunton Deane, this apple      

variety is a shy bearer of high 
quality, crimson red fruit which 
gives a refreshingly crisp flavour 

to this deliciously appley        
sparkling cider. Dry taste. 

279142 

Organic Cider 6% abv 

Made under organic       
standards from home-grown 
cider apples, this traditional 
cider comes from our oldest 
orchard, containing unusual 
old varieites. Medium taste 

and lightly sparkling. 
279145 

 

Bullfinch Cider 7% abv 

Bullfinch is a medium      
sparkling cider created with 

a blend of several cider   
apple varieties to create a 

mellow balanced taste. 
 

279147 
 

Gold Medal Cider 7.5% 
abv 

Gold Medal is created from 
a blend of the best varieties 
of traditional cider apples 

from a single year’s harvest 
in the Sheppy orchards.  

 
279150 

12 x 500ml £16.77 
£1.40/unit £2.30 RRP 

5025268050166 

12 x 500ml £16.77 
£1.40/unit £2.30 RRP 

5025268050029 

12 x 500ml £19.33 
£1.61/unit £2.60 RRP 

5025268050227 

12 x 500ml £16.77 
£1.40/unit £2.30 RRP 

5025268050012 

12 x 500ml £17.28 
£1.44/unit £2.40 RRP 

5025268050081 

12 x 750ml £24.01 
£2.00/unit £3.60 RRP 

502526807504 

12 x 750ml £27.33 
£2.28/unit £3.80 RRP 

5025268075022 
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Somerset Draught     
Cider 5.5% abv 

First created in 2010, this 
product combines tradition-

al cider apples and eating 
apples to produce a crisp 

fruity cider. Medium taste. 
 

279135 
 

Dabinett Cider 7.2% abv 

Dabinett is a high quality 
Somerset cider apple which 

produces a distinctive         
full-flavoured single variety 

cider in a medium taste. 
Lightly sparkling.  

 
279137 
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 No Brainer Cider 4.8% abv 
A dry, cloudy and sparkling cider delivering thumping good flavour. 
Kick back with this dry, fruity and distinctive sparkling cider and just 

dream of the orchard - it's a 'no brainer' 

 

233555 6 x 1ltr   £18.90    
£3.15/unit      £5.25 RRP      5060280040009 

233556 12 x 500ml   £19.01 
£1.58/ unit     £2.60 RRP      5060280040061 
233557 24 x 330ml   £27.33  

£1.14/unit   £2.10 RRP      5060280040078 

233563 

BlowHorn 4% abv 

Our new cider sensation 
- perfectly balanced to 
douse the fire of the 

hottest curry, Blowhorn's 
secret spicey recipe both 
soothes and sates your 

thirst. 

12 x 500ml £22.12 
£1.84/unit £2.70 RRP 

5060280040054 

233559 

Sideburn 4% abv 

A lightly sparkling, real 
good "toffee-apple infu-

sion" - splendid... 

 

 

12 x 500ml £19.01 
£1.58/unit £2.60 RRP 

5060280040023 

233561 

Sweet Cheeks 4% abv 

Genius blend of hedge-
row fruits - blackberry 

and elderberry to pukker 
you up- m-mmm - 

lipsmacking! 
 

24 x 330ml £31.90 
£1.33/unit £2.40 RRP 

5060280040030 
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 164533    Vintage  Cider 

Traditionally crafted and 
slowly aged in 200 year old 

oak vats to deliver a            
full-bodied cider with a long 

lingering finish. 
12 x 500ml £18.08   

£1.51/unit £2.19 RRP 
5014201655414 

170671     Medium Dry cider 
 

This medium-dry sparkling 
cider has a good balance of 
acidity, sweetness and fruit 

flavours making it ideally      
suited for many occasions 

12 x 500ml £17.39  
£1.45/unit £2.15 RRP 

Old Rosie 7.3% 
Mid golden and straw-like in colour, Old Rosie 
is a cloudy, medium-bodied fruity cider that 
has a wonderful aroma of wild berry-fruits, 

honey and vintage cider-barrels. 
173024     12 x 500ml   £17.93  
£1.49/unit   £2.19 RRP  501 4201800548 
164535 3 x 2ltr     £12.57  
£4.19/unit £5.99 RRP 501 4201510027 

Wyld Wood Organic Cider 
Produced from specially selected top     

quality organic cider apples, this organic 
medium dry, still cider is fully matured in 
old oak vats to develop a full bodied rich 

character with a clear, bright amber colour. 
164534 12 x 500ml     £17.93  
£1.49/unit £2.19 RRP   5012401203554 
164538 4 x Bag-in-box    £23.46 
£5.87/unit £8.19 RRP   5014201800173 

Stowford Press 4.5% 
A sparkling medium dry cider which has built its popularity on its premium                 

taste and quality.  
181000    Bottle                          8 x 500ml bottle   £11.55   £1.44/unit  £2.15 RRP   
         5014201800654 
206831    Can                              6 x (4x500ml)         £18.67  £3.11/unit  £4.49 RRP   
         5014201800890 
238962    Price Marked Can     6 x (4x500ml) £18.67  £3.11/unit £4.49 RRP                     
         5014201801781 

280771 Perry  

8 x 500ml £11.95 

£1.49/unit £2.29 RRP 

501 4201800869 

163469 Cloudy Scrumpy 

3 x 2ltr      £13.56 

£4.52/unit £6.09 RRP 

501 4201043211 

193065 Vintage Cider  

6 x 75cl £10.25 

£1.71/unit £2.49 RRP 

501 4201800814 

Westons was established in 1880 by    
Henry Weston, we make our traditional 

English cider in the way people want cider 
to taste.  

Westons cider has been lovingly produced 
in the Herefordshire village of Much    

Marcle for over 130 years and throughout 
this time we have never wavered in our 

commitment to making the very best 
quality, traditional cider, with a            

characteristic rich style and a flavour 
simply bursting with fruit.  Our extensive 

range of ciders and perries, skilfully    
crafted by our Master Cider Maker to age 
old recipes, offer every palate a style and 

flavour suitable for every drinking         
occasion.  Sparkling, still, oak conditioned, 

vintage or organic, the choice is yours.  
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Wilce’s have been producing their own craft Herefordshire Cider for over six 
generations and are now proudly celebrating their 25th year of small scale 
commercial production.  As you would expect it is made locally from 100% 

genuine Herefordshire Cider fruit as our Protected Geographic Indicator (PGI) 
status specifies.  Nothing is added to spoil the award winning taste, most   

recently becoming regional finalists in the CAMRA Cider of the year award, 
going forward to the UK finals in 2014.  Our own orchards contain over 34 

varieties of Cider fruit which we use to blend the Cider we are so                  
passionate about.  

257626  

12 x 500ml  £18.00   £1.50/unit  

£3.00RRP 0799975219226 

257629  

4 x 3ltr £28.00   £7/unit  

£12.99RRP 0799975219097 

257627  

12 x 500ml  £18.00   £1.50/unit  

£3.00RRP 0799975219219 

257630  

4 x 3ltr £28.00   £7/unit  

£12.99RRP 0799975219257 

251913  

12 x 500ml  £18.00   £1.50/unit  

£3.00 RRP 0799975219141 

257628  

4 x 3ltr £28.00   £7/unit  

£12.99  RRP 0799975219073 

s have been producing their own craft Herefordshire Cider for over six 
generations and are now proudly celebrating their 25

Premium Medium Cider 6% Premium Dry Cider 6% Premium Sweet Cider 6% 
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277786 
Oldfield’s Orchard Cider Gift Pack 

3 x gift pack      £16.90/£5.63 Unit    £8.50RRP 
5060387140060 

Cider & Ale Gift Packs! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

232275 
Clive’s 3 bottle Flat Pack Gift Pack 

1 x gift pack      £0.60 Unit    
These empty gift packs allow your customers to create 

the perfect gift when buying their cider. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

207839 
Freedom Flat Pack Gift Pack for 6 bottles 
1 x gift pack   £0.42 Unit    5030548000014 

These empty gift packs allow your customers to   
create the perfect gift when buying their lager. 

254895 
Hogan’s Cider Gift Pack (1xmedium cider 500ml, 1xdry 

cider 500ml, 1xvintage perry and 1x branded glass) 
4 x gift      £29.95/£7.49 Unit    £11.99RRP 

5060130340501 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

240350 
Quartz 3 Bottle Presentation Pack 

5 x 3 packs      £26.00/£5.20 Unit    £10.00RRP 
5060181730221 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

257633 
Wilce’s 3 x Bottle, Glass & Cider Mat Gift Pack 
4 x gift pack      £35.16/£8.79 Unit    £14.99RRP 

0799975219332 
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231860 

Hobsons Funkie Food & Ale Cook Book 
5 x cookbook      £29.95    £5.99 Unit    £7.99RRP 

9780957371606 

236432 

Arkell’s Gift Box 

5 x gift      £26.86    £5.37 Unit    £6.50RRP 

5016175100280 

 

223020 

Holden’s Presentation Pack 3 bottles 

1 x 3 bottle gift box      £7.95 

224556 

Woods Brewery Gift Pack (Lad, Lass & Glass) 

4 x gift      £18.42/£4.61 Unit    £4.46RRP 

5032214002216 

224558 

Woods Brewery Gift Pack (Lad, Lass & Parish) 

4 x gift      £19.90/£4.98 Unit    £4.85RRP 

5032214002247 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

158606 

Hobson’s Gift Pack 
3 x single    £13.29    £4.43 Unit   £7.50 RRP 

5060056140094 
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Code Product Case Case £ Unit £ RRP Barcode 
279808 Reserve 2013 6 x sgl 55.95 9.33 13.99 5060402390043 
279809 Cossack Vintage Sparkling Wine 6 x sgl 85.96 14.33 21.49 5060402390005 
279811 Madeleine Angevine 2011 6 x sgl 55.95 9.33 13.99 5060402390012 

Danebury Vineyards is a privately owned estate located 
near Stockbridge, in the heart of Hampshire, on the    
paddocks of what was a famous nineteenth-century 

racehorse training yard. The vineyards cover seven acres 
(2.8ha) of sheltered, south-facing fields on chalk and flint

-stone soil.The family has chosen to focus on limited  
production, following organic principles, which is          

reflected in the quality of the wine. Danebury wines are 
made from grapes harvested from our single vineyard. 
Our experienced viticulture and wine making skills are 

reflected in Danebury’s exceptional fine wines, which are 
consistent medal winners at international wine awards 

and are poured in top institutions and establishments in 
London and Hampshire. 

BRITISH   
WINE 
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Sixteen Ridges Vineyard is a new range of English wines all 
made with the renowned Pinot Noir grape grown in 

Worcestershire.  
This is a return to roots for winemaker Simon Day. Simon 

grew up at Three Choirs Vineyard and has successfully 
made wine for many English vineyards for 20 years. You will 

also know him from Once Upon A Tree. 

Code Product Case Case £ Unit £ RRP Barcode 
261448 White Pinot Noir 6 x 75cl 46.88 7.81 12.50 506019361 2003 
261449 Rose Pinot Noir 6 x 75cl 46.88 7.81 12.50 506019361 2010 
261453 Red Pinot Noir 6 x 75cl 54.38 9.06 12.50 506019361 2027 

Code Product Case Case £ Unit £ RRP Barcode 
172093 Sparkling Wine 6 x 75cl 81.29 13.55 24.99 503 6875000086 
172094 Rose Wine 6 x 75cl 51.88 8.65 13.49 503 6875000109 
172095 Medium Dry Wine 6 x 75cl 51.88 8.65 13.49 503 6875000048 
172096 Muller Thurgau Wine 6 x 75cl 44.83 7.47 11.99 503 6875000024 
243611 Ellens Hill Dry wine 6 x 75cl 54.46 9.08 14.49 503 6875000109 
172097 Medium Wine 6 x 75cl 51.88 8.65 13.49 503 6875000062 

Code
261448
261449
261453
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Spirits now available in singles!  
Try new products without the risk! 
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British Fraise 
This gorgeous fruit mixer is made from locally grown strawberries, and naturally fermented for a 

gentle sweet, tangy taste. Nothing could taste better on a balmy summer’s evening. 
 216637 6 x 375ml £54.00     £9.00 £13.00  5060202250318 
 273317 24 x 100ml £88.81     £3.70 £6.00                506 0202250301 

British Framboise 
Light, delicious and packed full of flavour, British Framboise is made from the finest British        
raspberries for a sweet, sumptuous drink. A sure favourite for anyone with a sweet tooth 

220605 6 x 375ml £54.00    £9.00/unit  £13.30 RRP 506 0202250264 
198836 24 x 100ml £89.00    £3.71/unit £6.00 RRP 5060202250189 

British Poire  
A pure, aromatic flavour, enhanced by a sprig of rosemary hidden in the bottle. Freshly pressed 

on a local Herefordshire farm, this unusual, alcoholic fruit mixer is made from                                  
100% British grown pears. 

233343 6 x 375ml £54.00  £9.00/unit £13.00  RRP 5060202250325 
 273318 24 x 100ml £88.81  £3.70/unit £6.00  RRP 506 0202250370 

216645      Mixed Case: Cassis & Framboise      24 x 100ml     £89.00  
 

 

Based in Cheltenham, England, Brennan and 
Brown combine traditional methodology of 

mixing local botanicals directly with the base 
alcohol distilled with the use of a modern, 
rotary evaporator generating a distinctive 

and evocative gin full of crisp, clearly                      
defined flavours. 

Gin with a hint of Ginger 
283080 1 x 70cl £22 

283077 6 x 70cl  £132 
£32 RRP 0700461101734 

 

Cardamom & Plum Vodka     
283082 1 x 70cl £22 

283079 6 x 70cl £132 
£32 RRP 0700461443032 

Colonial Gin 
283083 1 x 70cl 
283078 6 x 70cl 

£32  0700461142911 
 

Jo Hilditch       
produces a range 

of delicious    
alcoholic fruit 

mixers - all made 
from                 

Herefordshire 
fruit and on our 
farm. Our Cassis 
and Framboise 
have both been 
awarded 2 Gold 

Stars by the 
Great Taste 

Awards and we 
have had huge 
press coverage 

across all media.  

229777    
Proud to be British’ Gift Pack  
(Cassis, Framboise and Poire) 

10 x (3x100ml)  £126 
£12.60/unit £18.00RRP 

198838 
British Blackcurrants  

in Cassis 
12 x 250g £50.00  

£4.17/unit £5.20 RRP 
5060202250226 

British Cassis  
Made with blackcurrants grown and pressed on the family farm. The result is an intense velvety 

colour, a distinctive blackcurrant aroma and a rich fruity taste. 
220606 6 x 375ml £54.00    £9.00/unit £13.00 RRP 506 0202250172 
198834           24 x 100ml £89.00    £3.71/unit £6.00 RRP  5060202250219 
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VODKA 70cl Potato Vodka 
246797 1 x 70cl £23.07     

 172426 6 x 70cl £138.39 
£23.07/unit £35 RRP 

506 0042640904 
Voted the World’s Best Vodka by the prestigious 
San Francisco Spirits Competition, Chase Vodka is 
the world’s first super premium English potato 
vodka. Made on our family farm in Herefordshire, 
we are the only UK distillery to offer a premium 
vodka that is made entirely from seed to bottle, 
giving a quality vodka with provenance. To make 
it, we grow, mash, ferment, strip and distil our 
own full pedigree, gluten free, King Edward & 
Lady Claire potatoes. Using our pretty, bespoke 
copper batch pot and unique 70 foot rectification 
column (the tallest in Europe), the result is a    
really pure vodka that is beautifully smooth with 
a naturally sweet and creamy taste. Great served 
neat, straight from the freezer. A pure delight! 

259727 Chase Trio Brand Book 
12 x 3 x 5cl £124.96 

£10.41/unit £18 RRP  
506 0183131163 

Gift Boxed Potato Vodka 

259729    12 x 5cl   £31.20 
£2.60/unit £5.50 RRP  

506 0183130517 
179363    6 x 70cl    £138.39 
£23.07/unit £35.00 RRP  

506 0042640904 

The story of Williams Elegant Gin begins with 
vodka. It is a relatively unknown fact that gin is 

made from vodka, so, unlike other gins, Williams 
Elegant is truly single-estate from field to bottle. 

Unlike most other gins, where a neutral grain 
spirit is simply redistilled, we press our            

organically grown cider apples from the family 
farm; fermenting them into cider, then distilling 

into our Naked Chase. We then re-distil our   
Naked Chase with eleven carefully considered 
wild botanicals and naturally pure water taken 
from the aquifer running underneath our cider 

apple orchards. The result is our full bodied, 
sharp, yet fruity gin with tears and true         

provenance. Our botanicals: juniper, coriander, 
angelica, liquorice, orrice, orange, lemon, hops, 
elderflower and Bramley apple. 

GIN 

Chase Marmalade Vodka 

Chase Vodka is marinated with Seville 
orange fine marmalade and ribbons 
of Seville orange peel in the Chase 

Marmaliser for 24 hours. Once      
completely infused, only then is the 

mix transferred to the copper pot still 
for a final distillation with the vapours 
passing through more Valencian and 

Sevillian orange peel. 

281199    1 x 70cl £24.21 
      210776    6 x 70cl      £145.28  

£24.21/unit £35.00 RRP  
5060183130463 

Chase Elderflower Fruit Liqueur 

We capture the true, rich fla-
vours of our beautifully ripened 
and carefully selected varieties 

of fresh fruit to achieve the best 
and most delicious taste, with-
out using any artificial ingredi-

ents or heat methods.  
 

281208   1 x 50cl £11.56 
234320   6 x 50cl £69.37 

£24.21/unit £35.00 RRP  
5060183130272 

Chase Rhubarb Vodka 

Slowly cooked Herefordshire Rhubarb 
is marinaded with our 3 times distilled 
vodka in our copper pot still. It is then 

further distilled a 4th time to infuse 
the flavours before adding macerated 
fresh rhubarb and filtering to leave a      

delicate pink colour.  
 

281206    1 x 70cl £24.21 
       250126    6 x 70cl     £145.28  

£24.21/unit £35.00 RRP  
5060183131125 

Williams Elegant Gin 

281207 1 x 70cl     £24.18 

179365  6 x 70cl    £145.09 

£36.00 RRP    

506 0183130050 

Williams Great British Gin 

266623   1 x 70cl   £19.05 

234319   6 x 70cl  £114.27 

£28.00 RRP 

5060183131019 
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   Hogan's Cider Apple Spirit abv 
40% 

    281249 1 x 70cl £22.00  
     257206  6x700ml £132.00 

£35.20 RRP 506 0130340303 

Hogan’s Apple Spirit begins its journey in the Malvern Hills where 
our cider is fermented from 100% fresh pressed English cider apples. 
Our craft cider is then distilled by Adnams in their small-batch cop-
per pot still and the Apple Spirit is oak cask matured for 3 years to 
give a rich Apple Spirit with notes of vanilla, pepper and cinnamon. 

 
Whilst the French are rightly famed for their Calvados, protected by 

an appellation d'origine contrôlée (AOC), apple brandy also has a 
rich heritage in England. The first written records date back to 1678 
when J Woolridge, a noted British agriculturalist and expert on rural 

affairs, wrote about its production in the hugely influential and               
groundbreaking book of the time "The Treatise of Cider." 

BEST SERVED KÖLD 

Authentic bar-quality cocktails  
made with the finest natural  

Ingredients no mixing, no mess, 
no hassle just freeze,                        

squeeze & enjoy! 
278918 
Mojito  

A refreshing blend of 
mint, lime and sugar 

muddled with smooth, 
barrel-aged white 
rum. Made to the   

original Cuban recipe. 
  

506 0384240008 

278919 
Cosmopolitan  

A delicious               
combination of       

cranberries, lime,    
orange liqueur and 
pure, triple distilled 

vodka. Made just like 
the New York classic. 

 
506 0384240015 

278921 
Lychee Martini 

Aromatic lychees 
blended with pure, 

triple distilled vodka. 
Designed as a modern 

twist to the classic 
Martini. 

 
506 0384240022 

 

All Cocktails come in boxes containing two pouches ready to freeze  
6 x (2 x 225ml) £21.00 £3.50/unit £5.99 RRP 
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Brandy      
179330     Boxed Cask 1992 Grape Brandy 43% ABV 12 x 20CL £87.00    £7.25/unit       £11.99 RRP   506 0216890319 
182711     Young AppleJack Brandy 40% ABV  12 x 100ml £51.00  £4.25/unit £6.99 RRP     506 0216890425 
241003     Oaked Cider Spirit    6 x 35CL £53.40  £8.90/unit £14.99 RRP    5060216893426 
241009     Cider Liqueur    12 x 20CL £53.40  £4.45/unit £7.49 RRP      5060216893624 
280881     Boxed English Vineyard Brandy 40% ABV  6 x 35cl £65.45  £10.91/unit £18.50 RRP    5060216890555 
280883     English Vineyard Brandy 40% ABV   6 x 70cl £104.76 £17.46/unit £29.60 RRP    5060216890562 

Eau de Vie    
185750     Apple Eau De Vie 43% ABV 50cl.  6 x 50cl £78.60  £13.10/unit £21.49 RRP    506 0216890449 
182712     Pear Eau De Vie 40% ABV   12 x 100ml £51.00  £4.25/unit £6.99 RRP      506 0216890524 
280880     Grappeau 40% (Grappa) ABV 50cl  6 x 50cl £85.74  £14.29/unit £23.49 RRP    506 0216890548 

Whisky       
280847      Boxed Stolen Youth (Young or White) Whisky 40% ABV  6 x 35cl     £53.40 £8.90/unit   £16.99 RRP 5060216890555 

Ludlow Distillery Liqueurs       
179347     Rhubarb & Ginger Liqueur 18.5% ABV   12 x 100ml £46.45  £3.87/unit £6.75 RRP      506 0216890654 
179349     Damson & Juniper Liqueur 20% ABV  12 x 100ml £46.45  £3.87/unit £6.75 RRP      506 0216890678 
179352     Mix Case Liq    12 x 100ml £46.45  £3.87/unit £6.75 RRP  
            3x Apple & Elderflower, 3x Blackberry & Apple, 3x Rhubarb & Ginger, 3x Damson & Juniper   

Ludlow Vineyard & Distillery is a family operation based on a 12 hectare farm at Clee 
St Margaret in South Shropshire, where there are grape vines and orchards with     

apples, pears, and walnuts.  Mike & Barbara Hardingham produce wine, cider and   
apple juice here, as well as distilled spirits and liqueurs from their small but high-tech 

200-litre pot-still. 

Cotswolds Dry Gin 
281204    1 x 70cl   £22.62   
280396    6 x 70cl  £135.71 

£34.95 RRP  5060404510036 

The Cotswolds Distillery was born from a dream to produce Outstanding Natural Spirits in 
one of the most beautiful and best-loved regions in the world, the Cotswolds. Set in 5 acres 

of beautiful Warwickshire countryside, the distillery is housed in a traditional Cotswolds 
stone building mirroring the Outstanding Natural Beauty that surrounds it.  

The distillery lovingly creates world-class artisanal spirits in small batches using the best 
possible ingredients, many of which are sourced locally, including Cotswolds lavender from 

Snowshill which is used in the distillation of our Cotswolds Dry Gin. The award-winning 
Cotswolds Dry Gin is the first to be distilled in the heart of the Cotswolds and is a                     

traditional juniper-led gin with crisp citrus and spice.  
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Sheep Dip Malt Whisky 

Eccentrically named, yet of an              
unsurpassed quality. An old West      

Country term, British farmers have long 
referred to whisky as Sheep Dip (which 

was an insecticide used to delouse sheep 
prior to sheering). There was a time 

when farmers distilled their own 'home 
made' whisky, and in order to avoid    

paying taxes to the revenue man, they'd 
hide it in barrels marked 'SD'. 

 

161458    1 x 70cl    £21.55 
279277    6 x 70cl    £129.27 

£30 RRP 501 1311091033 

Pig’s Nose Malt Whisky 

Refreshingly soft, yet reassuringly rich... 
the whisky's name plays on the notion 
that it's as smooth as a pig's nose. This 
exceptional blended Scotch has been 

created by Richard Paterson, Scotland's 
only third generation Master Blender. 
Produced in specially selected first fill 

oak casks. 
 

161454    1 x 70cl    £17.06 
279278    6 x 70cl    £102.33 

£23 RRP 501 1311090999 

Surrounded by rolling fields of wheat and barley, whilst 
overlooking the Firth of Forth and monumental Forth Rail 
Bridge, lies Spencerfield Farmhouse. The 16th century Fife 

farmhouse is home to the Spencerfield Spirit Company 
which prides itself on being a close-knit, family run        

business. A business where Alex and his wife Jane are 
whole-heartedly dedicated to providing a quality niche 

alternative to the more conventional mainstream brands.  

CORNISH PASTIS 

A modern take on the French anise 
classic, and the first of its kind to be 

created in the UK. Foraged gorse 
flowers from the Atlantic clifftops 

and fresh orange zest help to deliver 
its fresh, invigorating and unique 

aroma. Distilled just like our gin and 
then finished off with a touch of    

liquorice root for colour. 

279157     6 x 70cl    £132.00  
£22/unit  £33 RRP    
506 0353070018 

279162     6 x 35cl    £72.00 
£12/ unit £18 RRP  

506 0353070032 

TARQUINS DRY GIN 

A contemporary take on a classic 
London Dry, we use fragrant       

handpicked Devon violets and fresh 
orange zest. Only the best and most 
pure spirit (the heart) makes it into 

Tarquin’s Gin, which is diluted to 
bottling strength at 42% with Cornish 

spring water. 

 

279153    6 x 70cl £132.00 
£22/unit   £33RRP  

506 0353070001 
279156    6 x 35cl £72.00  

£12/unit   £18 RRP  
506 0353070025 

The vision behind our small Cornish distillery is to make great-tasting spirits with           
integrity. We aim to do this by going back to basics: using traditional techniques, quality 
ingredients and old-fashioned equipment. We believe the human touch in everything is 
absolutely crucial for superiority. TRUE TO OUR VISION Our copper pot still is fired by 
flame and judged by eye. Our botanicals are selected by sight and feel. Our bottles are 

all individually filled, corked, sealed, labelled, numbered and waxed by hand.  
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Hatched from a desire to produce exceptional award 
winning spirits, Two Birds are leading the way in true 

artisan spirits. Launched in 2013 our small independent 
distillery was founded in  rural Leicestershire and is  

situated in the quaint market town of Market            
Harborough. 

Produced in small batches of 100 bottles at a time in 
our hand built copper still, affectionately named ‘Gerard’, the range of 
spirits includes a TRIPLE AWARD WINNING London Dry Gin, a Speciality 

Cocktail Gin, an English Vodka and Absinthe.  

London Dry Gin 40% abv 
Fresh, full flavoured and delicate. 

A classic London Dry Gin full of juniper flavour 
and distilled with 4 other botanics. Finished 

with natural spring water from deep beneath 
the Charnwood hills in Leicestershire.  

 
281240 1 x 70cl £18.23  
 279322  6 x 70cl £109.39 
£30.00 RRP      506 0321610000 

 
279329 6 x 20cl £37.80 

£6.30/unit   £11.00 RRP   506 0321610079 
 

English Vodka 40% abv 
Exceptionally smooth, pure and crisp. 
Our English countryside vodka is an infusion of 

distilled barley and sugar beet combining a 
classic combination of cereal and root crops. 

 
281243 1 x 70cl £18.23 

 279328  6 x 70cl £109.39 
£30.00 RRP      506 0321610017 

 
279330 6 x 20cl £37.80 

£6.30/unit   £11.00 RRP   506 0321610086 
 

Old Tom Gin 
 

A Great British Gin of the 18th 
Century predating the London Dry 
Gin of the Victorian era. A sweeter 

Gin ideal with tonic or cocktails. 

281241     1 x 70cl     £18.23  
279325     6 x 70cl     £109.39 

£30.00 RRP    506 0321610260 

279331 
Absinthe 70%  

6 x 20cl £61.90 
£10.32/unit  £18 RRP

  
Derived from a complex 

blend of aniseed and 
wormwood produced 

at 70% to lock in its 
natural warmth 
and character. 

506 
0321610246 

279338 
After Dinner 

Mint Vodka 29% 
6 x 20cl   £37.80 

£6.30/unit 
£10 RRP 

 
5060321610161 

279334 
Raspberry Vodka 26% 

6 x 20cl   £37.80  
£6.30/unit £10 RRP 

 
Our handcrafted blend 

of cereal barley and 
sugar beet vodka is 
infused with freshly 

picked raspberries from 
the English countryside. 

506 0321610208 
 

279333 
Sloe Gin 26% 

6 x 20cl  £37.80 
£6.30/unit  

£10 RRP 
 

5060321610222 

279341 
Blackcurrant  
Vodka 32% 

 
6 x 20cl    £37.80 

£6.30/unit   £10 RRP  
 

506 0321610109 
 

279340 
Passion Fruit 29% 
6 x 20cl   £37.80 

£6.30/unit  £10 RRP 
 

Blended with our 
sugar beet and  

barley vodka, this 
light and fruity  

summer drink is 
great over ice or 

mixed with cocktails. 
506 0321610147 
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W.E          are Warner Edwards. Great friends and craft distillers.  

        carefully and lovingly create  beautiful artisan spirits.  

From a 200 year old converted barn on our farm in the quaint village of Harrington,   

Northamptonshire, our magnificent copper pot still, Curiosity, works her magic. She takes 

our farms' pure, natural spring water, grain spirit, home-grown elderflower, plus ten other 

secret botanicals, and transforms them into a fantastically smooth and aromatic dry gin. 

Each batch is small, and every single bottle is carefully handcrafted by us, from the filling to 

the wax seal and label finishing. W.E. think it's pretty special and best served with friends! 

Elderflower Infused Gin  
 
 

WE infuse fresh elderflower         
harvested from our farms in   

Harrington, Northamptonshire 
and Rhuallt, 
North Wales 

with our 
award        

winning          
Harrington 

Dry Gin. Once 
the gin is in-

fused we add 
the spring 

water and a 
little sugar, et 

voila! 

Harrington Sloe Gin  
 
 

A fabulously fruity gin,      
infused with hand picked 

local sloes, from the country-
side in England and Wales. 

A single malt whisky with a 
light Madeira barrique finish. 
Matured in specially reserved 
ex-bourbon casks made from 

American Oak, before         
receiving a further maturation 

in oak barriques that have 
previously held Madeira wine, 

to develop a harmonious   
single malt whisky with a   
subtle but  sophisticated   
character and soft golden 

hues. 
 

267055    1 x 70cl     £21.52 
267054  6 x 70cl    £129.11 

£33.99 RRP      
267054501 1594001415 

Penderyn Myth 41% abv 
A single malt whisky finished in   

Bourbon barrels. The initial            
maturation in Kentucky bourbon 
barrels is traditionally only part 

of the aging process - all our 
bottled whiskies have               

experienced additional             
maturation in a range of casks. 

The pure bourbon expression in 
this bottle highlights the         

beautiful and rich complexity of 
the American barrel.  

 
269709    1 x 70cl   £21.52 

269705    6 x 70cl    £129.11 
£33.99 RRP 

501 1594001408 

A single malt whisky finished in Bourbon barrels. The initial maturation in Kentucky bourbon barrels is 
traditionally only part of the aging process - all our bottled whiskies have experienced additional        

maturation in a range of casks. The pure bourbon expression in this bottle highlights the beautiful and 
rich complexity of the American barrel.  

Victoria's Rhubarb Gin  
 
 

Not just any old rhubarb this has 
a lineage steeped in provenance. 
The Queen Victoria rhubarb has 

gone from Queen  Victoria’s           
Buckingham 

Palace     
garden, in 
the 1800's, 

to being 
grown on 

Crown    
Estate prop-
erty in the 

2000's.  
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Harrington Dry Gin 
An exceptionally smooth 

gin made using ingredients 
from their farms in England 

and Wales. 

281247   1 x 70cl    £19.50 
279315   6 x 70cl   £117.00 

£33.00 RRP  
506 0327910029 

281246    1 x 70cl    £17.39 
279314    6 x 70cl    £104.36 

£30.00 RRP 
506 0327910036 

 
281244   1 x 70cl    £19.50 

279312   6 x 70cl    £117.00 
£33.00 RRP 

506 0327910005 

281248    1 x 70cl    £20.50 
279316     6 x 70cl    £123.00 

£35.00 RRP 
506 0327910043 
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t: 01902 308996 
e: finefoods@afblakemore.com 

w: www.afblakemore.com/finefoods 
@HeartLocalFood 
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